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Studies of Cell Shedding in the Intestine
Elizabeth Mary Angus
Abstract
Intestinal epithelial gaps have only recently been returnedto for further
study, and mostof this work has been carried out in mice. In the past
identification of epithelial gaps in human intestinal mucosa has been
questionable becauseofthe limitations of conventional microscopy.In
collaboration with Dr R. Kiesslich, using the newly available Pentax confocal
endomicroscopeto view the epithelium of the human gastrointestinal tract at
the cellular level withoutfixation artefact, we have shownthat epithelial gaps
occur in both the small intestine and the rectum of healthy humans. These
patients were undergoing a routine screening colonoscopy.
Hand held confocal microscopes are being rapidly developed and the
Optiscan five(1) handheld probe uses the same confocal scanning technology
as the Pentax confocal endomicroscope. This meansthat the 2 instruments
have identical confocal resolution, depth of plane of focus and imagedisplay
and that the 2 image sets are precise equivalents. With the Optiscan instrument
the epithelium of mice could be examined using the same dye as wasusedin
the humans and direct comparisons could be made between the architecture of

gaps andthe epithelium.
A single IP injection of TNF-a into a mouseresulted in the induction of
cell shedding and thus gap formation. The TNF-a also caused an increasein
the numberof gaps that exhibited loss of complete barrier function in 20% of

shedding events. This finding suggests that due to the large scale of shedding

events that take place in the presence of TNF-a, the epithelium in 20% of cases
is unable to seal and maintain barrier function.

Two candidates that are part of the junctional complexes between
adjacentepithelial cells, and might be involvedin the events of the shedding
process, were studied. The first was 5' adenosine monophosphate-activated
protein kinase (AMPK) which has been shownto beactivated and accelerate
tight junction assembly but the data from this study suggest that AMPK is not
activated under a shedding cell. The second candidate was actin and we have
shownthat during the shedding of a cell from the epithelium actin
rearrangementis seen. The data from this study suggest that the location of the
actin ring and sealing point between the neighbouring cells of the shedding cell
is at the base notat the apical side of the cells, as was previously suggested.
A variety of studies have beencarried out to try and ascertain whether
apoptosis plays a part in cell shedding. The caspase inhibitor Z-VAD-fmk was
used to try and inhibit apoptosis during cell shedding that was induced by TNFa. The amount of shedding was reduced although not completely stopped. The
data suggestthat cell shedding and apoptosis are linked; it may be that the
disruption of the tight junctions or cell sealing can lead to apoptosis. This would
mean that apoptosis is the consequenceofcell “detachment”.

In conclusion the identification of epithelial gaps in humans and the
increasein loss of barrier function at sites of extensive cell shedding strongly
suggests that the site of healing following a cell shedding event is an important
componentof the intestinal barrier.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Overview

The small intestine whichis lined with an epithelial monolayer
folded into invaginations called crypts and fingerlike projections called villi is
a highly dynamic tissue. Stem cells are located at position 4 in small
intestinal crypts and at the baseof the colonic crypts. These stem cells
divide asymmetrically every 12-16 hours, which givesrise to 200 cells per
crypt every day. Cells undergo 3-4 cell divisions before they differentiate and
migrate up the villus (Potten and Loeffler, 1990). These cells reach the top
of the villus every five days andit is within this region that the cells shed.
Recent work on mice by Watson et a/. (2005) has shownthat a
shedding cell sometimes leaves a void or hole termed an epithelial gap.
These gapswerefirst reported in 1977, but were not studied further at that
time (Potten & Allen, 1977). Epithelial gaps are not well documented or often
observed in haematoxylin and eosin stained (H & E) sections from human
tissue. Therefore one aim ofthis thesis is to see if epithelial gaps are
present, using the newly available Pentax confocal endomicroscopeto view
the epithelium of the human gastrointestinal tract at the cellular level without
fixation artefact.

It is relatively rare to see a cell shedding event within the
intestinal epithelium. To try to study epithelial gap formation whichis the

result of cell shedding, inflammation has been induced in attemptto seeif
cell shedding and thus in turn epithelial gap formation is increased.
Epithelial gaps do not appear to upset the barrier function of the
intestinal epithelial monolayer. It is not clear what drives cell migration or

whattells a cell to shed from the villus, although apoptosis seems a possible
candidate for signalling for a cell to shed. We will set out to try and further
determine whether apoptosis is a cause or consequenceofcell shedding.
Wealso lookedinto what is happening under a shedding cell and between
cells that surround the shedding cell.
1.2 Structure of the Villus and Crypt
The small intestine is composed of the duodenum, jejunum and the
ileum. Within the small intestine there are 5 layers to the wall. The innermost
layer is the mucosa whichconsists of columnarepithelial-lined villi and
crypts of Lieberkiihn whichlie in the lamina propria (connective tissue that
contains blood vessels and lymphatic vessels). The lamina propria acts to
support the epithelium. The mucosalies on the second layer, the muscularis
mucosae, whichis made up of a thin layer of smooth muscle. This layer
allows folding and local movements of the mucosa. (Alberts et a/., 2002;
Haucket al., 2005; Young & Heath 2002).
The third layer of the intestine is the submucosa which consists of
connective tissue (both elastic and collagenousfibres) containing nerves,
blood vessels and lymphatic vessels. The submucosaacts to support the
mucosa(Alberts et a/., 2002; Hauck et al., 2005; Young & Heath 2002).

The fourth layer is the muscularis propria which is composed of two
sheets of smooth muscle which are arranged at 90° to one another, and are
responsible for carrying out peristalsis (Sanchoetal., 2004; Eroschenko,

2007).

Thefifth and outermostlayer of the intestine is the subserosa (loose
connective tissue) covered by serosal mesothelium. This layer functions to
preventthe intestine sustaining frictional damage as a result of “rubbing”
against other tissues.(Alberts et a/., 2002; Hauck et a/., 2005; Eroschenko,

2007).
Stem cells at the base of the crypts in the colon andat position 4 in
the small intestine divide and the progenydifferentiate. In the small intestine,
these differentiated cells migrate along the crypt/villus axis and are shed
from the villus (Barker et a/., 2007; Reya and Clevers, 2005). See figure 1.1.

The cells that result from the asymmetric division of stem cells
differentiate into four different types of specialist cell, one of which is the
absorptive cell. These cells have densely packed microvilli on their apical
membranes. This increases the surface area for nutrient absorption.
Absorptive cells are the most commontype ofdifferentiated cell in the gut
(Williamson, 1978). Another specialist cell that results from the differentiation
of stem cells is the goblet cell. These secrete mucus, which helps to
maintain the integrity of the intestinal mucosa. Paneth cells also result from
the differentiation of stem cells. These cells are part of the innate immune

response; they secrete some of the defensin family of proteins called
cryptidins, whichkill bacteria. These cells do not migrate up the crypt but
instead migrate downwardsandreside at the base of the crypt. Thefinal
type of specialist cell is the enteroendocrine cell, which secretes serotonin
and various peptide hormones. Theseact to regulate growth and peristaltic
rates of the gut, often via neurons (Alberts et a/., 2002). This last cell type is
the least abundantof the crypt/villus axis (Sancho et al., 2004).

A single villus is supplied with cells by five to ten crypts (Haucketal.,
2005). The stem cells are located at position 4 of the small intestinal crypt
(Reya and Clevers, 2005). The stem cells divide asymmetrically every 12-16
hours, which gives rise to 200 cells per crypt every day. Cells undergo 3-4
cell divisions before they migrate up the villus (Potten and Loeffler, 1990).
These cells reach the top of the villus every five days andit is within this
region that the cells are shed. This series of events wasfirst described in
1948 and the area from wherethe cells were shed was termed the “extrusion
zone” (Leblond and Stevens, 1948; Quastler and Sherman, 1959). Stem
cells and Paneth cells remain in the crypt (Feldman, 1993). Paneth cellslive
for about 20 days (Sancho efal., 2004).
Within the colon a similar methodofcell differentiation and migration
is seen is seen but cells are shed from the flat region (the colonic table) as
throughout the large intestine villi are not present.

In summary,the crypt/villus axis is a highly dynamicstructure in
which every elementis likely to be linked. Thus, cell shedding at the villustip
is likely to be linked to epithelial migration up the villus and stem cell division
at the baseof the crypt.
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Figure 1.1: The Structure of the Small Intestine (Reya and Clevers, 2005)

1.3 Math 1 and the developmentof gobletcell

Math1 is part of the Notch signalling pathway and is needed for the
presenceof secretory lineagesin the intestines. It is important to discuss this
molecule as we tookfull advantage ofits ablation in our experiments.
The notch pathway is found in manyofthe tissues of both
invertebrates and vertebrates. This signalling pathwayis evolved in
regulating cell fate and patterning decisions (Shroyeret a/., 2005). In the
intestine it is the notch pathway which is expressedin the crypt thatis
responsible for exactly what sort of cell (goblet, Paneth, enteroendocrine or
absorptive) a stem cell will differentiate into.
Math1 is a basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor that is a
componentof the notch pathway. Math1 is responsible for the differentiation
of stem cells to becomethe secretory lineages (goblet, Paneth and
enteroendocrine cells).See figure 1.2. In math1 chimera mice no secretory

lineages are seen within the epithelium of the small intestine - only
enterocytes are present (Shroyeret al., 2005).
The phenotype of math1~ mice has allowed gapsto be identified
with confidence (see chapter 3) because these mice have no gobletcells in

the areasthat are viewed. It should be notedthat in math1” mice dueto
their chimeric nature there are areasofvilli which have lots of goblet cells
but about 95% ofvilli have no gobletcells.
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Figure 1.2: The pathofcell type differentiation in the intestine. Math] is required
for the specification of secretory lineages (Shroyeref al., 2005).

1.4 Cell Migration
As mentioned above cells migrate from the base of the crypt to the
top of the villus every 3 to 5 days, butstill very little is known about the
mechanism ofthis cell migration. One major question still remains
unanswered: Whatdrives epithelial cell migration?

Several theories about whatdrives epithelial cell migration have
been proposed and theseinclude the mitotic pressure theory, the negative
pressure theory, the proliferation model and the conveyorbelt hypothesis.
Mitotic pressure is the basis of the mitotic pressure theory. Mitotic

pressure refers to the production of 2 identical daughter cells from onecell.

The idea is that the 2 daughter cells have double the volume of the single
cell that they were madefrom thus this increase in volume pushesthe cells
upward. Kaur and Potten (1986a) carried out a study looking at the circadian

variation on migration of cells within the crypt villus axis. They showedthat
cell migration both in the crypt and onthevillus exhibits a circadian rhythm.
The migration of cells in both the crypt and villus was highest in the morning
andatits lowestin the late afternoon. Whenthe circadian mitotic and
migration data were compared there was a rough general relationship for
both the villus and crypt although there were some timepoints that did notfit
the relationship. For example, in the small intestinal crypt at 18:00 hours
migration was found to be absent even though mitosis was not. This
suggests that mitosis cannot solely be responsible for driving crypt cell
migration. This study also showed that migration rates in the crypt and the
villus were different at a particular time, and this observation indicates that
the crypt and villus act as separate components ofthe lining of the small
intestine while the functional integrity of the small intestine is maintained.
In responseto cytotoxic treatment andirradiation which caused
mitosis to stop, migration on the villus wasstill observed, although at a
reduced rate (Kaur and Potten, 1986a). Could mitotic pressure provide the

driving force for both the upward and downward migration seen in the
crypt/villus axis? If cells are passively swept along by mitotic pressure the
continued migration when mitosis in the crypts is reduced or absent would

be unexpected (Heath, 1996). Thus mitotic pressure alone can not be
responsible for cell migration though it maystill play a part.

The negative pressure theory is the opposite to mitotic pressure. It is
wherethe lossof a cell at the tip of a villus in some way causescells to be
pulled up from the crypt. This model hasyet to be disproved (Kaur and
Potten, 1986a).
The proliferation model has the requirement that the whole of the
crypt and villus structure (epithelium, connective tissue, blood vessels and
nerve fibres) must replicate as a single unit and be displaced towardsthe tip
of the villus as the villus compartmentis gradually lengthened (Kaur and
Potten, 1986b). As mentioned abovethe behaviour in the crypt and villus is
not synchronous, and this would suggest that this model is unlikely to be
true. The proliferation model was rejected after extensive investigation by
Neal and Potten. For more detail see Neal and Potten (1981).
The conveyorbelt model states that the basement membrane moves
and carries epithelial cells as it moves. This is unlikely because the
basement membraneis known to have a much slowerturnover(4-10 weeks)
then the intestinal epithelium (2-3 days) (Kaur and Potten, 1986a).
Kaur and Potten carried out a study to look at the effect of inhibition
of protein synthesis and smooth muscle contraction on cell migration in the
small intestine.

When the small intestine was exposed to the puromycin (protein

synthesis inhibitor) migration in the crypt stopped but migration up thevillus
showedonlyslight inhibition. This suggests that cell movementwithin the
crypt requires protein synthesis and is an active process. Maybe these

proteins interact with the basement membrane. The basement membraneis

the substratum on which epithelial cells migrate in the crypt. This finding also
suggests that again the villus and crypt act as separate components of the
lining of the small intestine (Kaur and Potten, 1986c).
Exposure to the smooth muscle contraction inhibitor Noradrenaline

did stop the migration of cells up the villus immediately but not in the crypt.
This study would suggest that for the migration of cells along the villus
continual contraction of the smooth muscle in the lamina propria is required
(Kaur and Potten, 1986c). The latter point poses an interesting question: is
smooth muscle contraction in the villus core in part responsible for the
migration of cells up the villus?
Lee worked with canine intestine and found that the highest rate of
cell loss from villi was exhibited during fluid secretion which wasinduced by
elevation of tissue fluid pressure for example at high venous pressure or
when an intra-arterial infusion of histamine was taking place (Lee, 1977). As
cells migrate up the villus they are shed so shedding is the result ofcell
migration, therefore the abovefindings suggestthat tissue pressure with in
the villus core may play a part in cell migration.
There is no general consensus about whatdrives migration along

the crypt/ villus axis. It may be that a numberof factors in combination
instead of just one factor are responsible for driving cell migration.
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1.5 Multiphoton Microscopy
Before the current work on cell shedding in the literature is
reviewed, the new technology of multiphoton microscopy mustfirst be
discussed. In addition to this my project used new modalities of confocal
microscopythat are also reviewed below.
1.5.1 Confocal Microscopy
The vast majority of experiments that will be discussedin this
chapterinvolve the use of confocal and 2-photon microscopy as a mode of
imaging tissue. It is important the basic elements of these microscopes are
understood.

Confocal microscopy has a big advantage over conventional
fluorescence microscopy: a confocal microscopeis able to produce sharp
imagesfrom thick tissue sections. Thefirst principle that needs to be
understoodis fluorescence.
1.5.2 Fluorescence

Fluorescenceis the light emitted from a fluorophore (a molecule) in
responseto the absorption oflight. The emitted light is always of lower

energy and thus has a longer wavelength than thelight that wasoriginally
absorbed. The absorption oflight by the fluorophore causesan electron
within the molecule to enter an excited state — a higher energy level. As the

electron drops back downto a lower energylevel in whichit is more stable,
for example the ground state, the electron must lose the additional energyit
acquired by the absorption oflight. As energy cannot be destroyed it must
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be transferred into another form (first law of thermodynamics). In the case of
fluorescence the energyis transferred to light and is seen as emittedlight.
Fluorescenceis a useful tool in microscopy andit can be very
specific. There are many fluorophores commercially available for research
and thosefluorophoresthat are antibodies specific for a particular epitope
conjugated to a fluorophore, for example fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC),
will bind and show specific structures or locations and / or distributions of a

particular protein. Other fluorophores such as Hoechst 33258 bind
specifically to nucleic acids and are therefore used to image nuclei within a
tissue. Another group of fluorophores are reporter probes whose
fluorescence changesin responseto a particular cellular event taking place.
Examples are Fura-2 and Fura-3 which bind to calcium ions. These reporter
probes often have an attached acetoxymethyl ester group, which shields the
charge on a carboxy group and makesthe probecell permeable. Once
inside the cell the acetoxymethyl ester group is cleaved by universally
expressed cytoplasmic esterases. This cleavage makesthe probe’s
fluorescence muchbrighter and it is membrane impermeable so it remains in
the cell (Montrose and Watson, 2007). Other fluorescent probes act as
permeability markers, for example Lucifer yellow whichis lipid impermeable

so cannot enter a cell that has an intact lipid membrane encasingit, butwill
enter if for some reason the cell membrane is damagedor altered in
responseto a particular sort of treatment regime. The majority of confocal
microscopes workin part by exciting fluorescent probes in the specimen and
collecting the emitted light from them.
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1.5.3 Confocal microscopy and sharp images
Thick sections appear blurred when viewed using a conventional
fluorescence microscope. Light rays that pass through a set of lenses
produce an image. In this system raysoflight that are above and below the
plane of focus also enter the lens system and make up the image of the
specimen that is seen. This means that both out of focus light and in focus
light contribute to the image and this is whyit will appear blurred. The advent
of confocal microscopy madeit possible to image thick sections without blur
artefact.

Confocal microscopy was pioneeredin the 1950s by Marvin Minsky.
His machine wasableto visualise cells in 3D. It worked via a point by point
illumination of the specimen. Image construction resulted from a pointoflight
sequentially being focused across the specimen and the collection of some
of the returning rays (Semwogerere and Weeks, 2005). It was not until the
1980s that confocal microscopes became commercially available and this
was dueto the availability of cheap computers and lasers (Montrose and
Watson, 2007).

Confocal microscopyutilises a phenomenon knownasoptical
sectioning. Optical sectioning is where only fluorescencefrom thin
particular focal plane within a thick specimenis viewed but without the need
to physically cut the plane of section.
Within laser scanning confocal microscopesthe spot of exciting light
producedbythe laser is guided across the specimen by moving mirrors, and

this helps to keep the spotof excitation to the area of interest on the sample.
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Howeverthe emitted light travels deep into the specimen and this results in
areas both above and belowthefocal plane of interest being excited. This
can result in damage to the specimen andis a disadvantage of confocal
microscopy. A confocal microscopeis able to produce a sharp image
primarily due to a pinhole placed in the emissionlight path in front of the
photodetector. The location of the pinhole allows a narrow pathwayforonly
light coming from or very near the focal plane to reach the photodetector,
thus eliminating most of the out of focuslight. This gives a sharper image
(Montrose and Watson, 2007). The componentswithin the light path of the
confocal microscope can be altered to move the focal plane and thus the
optical section up and downwithin the specimen. Computers can then be

used to reconstruct the specimenin 3D at the microscopic level by
assembling the series imagesof the thin vertical sections that have been
taken by the confocal microscope. Confocal microscopes can be used to
view both living organisms and dead fixed sectionsof tissue in this way
(Semwogerere and Weeks, 2005). See figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: The light path in a confocal microscope (Montrose and Watson, 2007).

Thelaser produceslight whichpasses along the light path to the specimen. The
dichroic mirror or beam splitter works by allowing the excitation light to be reflected
while the emitted light (fluorescence) is transmitted up to the detector. Emitted light
from the excited fluorophore dye molecules on the specimen passes up through the
dichroic mirror up to the photo detector. Only the in focuslight is able to pass

through the pinhole in front of the photo detector. The out of focus light is
disregarded andin focuslight contributes to the image seen, thus giving a sharper
image.
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1.5.4 2-photon microscopy

The major drawback of scanning confocal microscopyis that the
laser beam excites both above and belowthe plane of focus which can result

in photobleaching and tissue damage (see figure 1.4). 2-photon microscopy
limits the area of excited fluorophore moleculesto a single spot — the focal
plane. The basis of 2-photon microscopy stems from work by Maria
Goeppert-Mayer, who in 1931 in her doctoral thesis showed that two low
energy photonscan excite a fluorescent molecule and cause the emission of
light, as against a single photon oflight (Montrose and Watson, 2007). The
concept behind 2-photon microscopyis that two lower energy photons of

light must be absorbed simultaneously (within approximately 10°'® sec of
eachother so that the energy threshold for excitation is reached) to cause
the excitation of a fluorophore in a specimen (Semwogerere and Weeks,

2005). The probability of two photons being absorbed simultaneously is low.
This is overcome byusing a laser that pulses, which results in the very high
flux of photons required for the simultaneous absorption of 2 photons. These
lasers can operated at lower power then standard confocal lasers - typically
5 orders of magnitude lower - thus less photo-damage is caused

(Semwogerere and Weeks, 2005).
As mentioned above 2-photon microscopylimits excitation to the
focal plane of interest on the specimen. This is becausethe only point within
the light path of the microscope wherethere is a high probability of 2
photonsoflight being absorbed simultaneouslyis at the focal plane. This
means that a pinhole is not required to create an optical section asit is in
regular confocal microscopy. 2-photon microscopy has another advantage
16

over confocal microscopy andthatis thatit allows specimens to be imaged

at a greater depth becausethere is no struggle between the in focuslight
and the out of focus light at the photodetector. The lasers used for 2-photon
microscopyare often in the infra red part of the spectrum and thus have
lower energy photons which do less damage to the tissue over the course of
an experiment. These lasers also result in less scattering oflight within a
tissue specimen allowing light to go deeper into tissue than with the higher
energy excitation used in confocal microscopy (Montrose and Watson,

2007).
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Confocal

Figure 1.4: The areas of excitation in a confocal and a 2-photon microscope.
Courtesy of the Montrose laboratory. The red areas representthe areas of excitation

within the specimenthatis being observed, the circle is the focal plane that is being
viewed. The laser beam in a confocal microscope excites with a single high energy
photon whichresults in excitation both above and below the plane of focus which
can result in photobleaching and tissue damage. 2-photon microscopylimits the area
of excited fluorophore moleculesto a single spot — the focal plane. This is because
the only point within the light path of the 2-photon microscope wherethereis a high

probability of 2 photonsof light being absorbed simultaneously is at the focal plane.
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1.5.5 Hand-held Confocal Microscopy
Recent advancesin the miniaturisation of the components of the
confocal microscope have led to the developmentof the Pentax confocal
laser endomicroscope and the Optiscan five (1) rigid pen like probe.
The Pentax confocal laser endomicroscopeis a conventional video
endomicroscopeinto which a miniaturised confocal microscope has been
integrated; this allows both white light video endoscopy and confocal
endoscopyto be performed with the same machine(see figure 1.5). During
confocal endoscopy an argon ion laser provides an excitation wavelength of

488nm blue laser light with a maximum laser power output of < 1mW to the
surface of the mucosa (Kiesslich et a/., 2004; Polglase et a/., 2006). 2D
optical scans with a field of view 475 X 475 um werecollected; each optical
section was 7 um with a lateral resolution of 0.7 um (Kiesslich et al., 2004;
Kiesslich et al., 2007). A Z-stack is formed from the individual imagesof a
particular area taken at different depths by a confocal microscope (seefigure

1.6). The depth of Z-stacks ranges from 0 - 70 um from the surface of the
specimen. The Pentax confocal laser endomicroscope has the advantage
that a patient dose not need to be cut open and put on a microscopestage,

this is the situation that occurs when animals are viewed with a conventional
confocal microscope. For thefirst time this machine provides a non invasive
way to study the architecture of the gastro intestinal tract at the cellular level
in humans.
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Figure 1.5: The Pentax confocal laser endomicroscopeis a conventional video

endomicroscope into which a miniaturised confocal microscope has been integrated;
this allows both white light video endoscopy and confocal endoscopy to be
performed with the same machine(Polglase ef al., 2006).
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Figure 1.6: Shows the formation of a Z-stack taken by the Pentax confocal laser
endomicroscope of colonic mucosa. A Z-stack is formed from the individual images
of a particular area taken at different depths by a confocal microscope. Courtesy of
Pentax.

The Optiscan five (1) rigid pen like probe has a very similar optical
setup to the confocal miniaturised microscope in the Pentax confocal laser

endomicroscope. Thefield of view is slightly bigger with a size of 500 X 500
um, the optical sections taken are also 0.7 um and the depth of the Z-stacks
taken ranges from 0 - 70 um. The scanning head of the probe is encasedin

a metal sheath to allow hand held or stage based confocal imaging. See
figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: The Optiscan five (1) rigid pen like probe has a very similar optical

setup to the confocal miniaturised microscope in the Pentax confocal laser
endomicroscope. The scanning head ofthe probe is encased in a metal sheath to
allow handheld or stage based confocal imaging (marked by the red arrow).

The limitation of these hand held confocal microscopesis that only a
single excitation/emission pair can be collected, so multiphoton confocal
microscopyis not yet possible. Both the Optiscan five (1) rigid pen like probe
and the Pentax confocal laser endomicroscopeallow a large surface area of

tissue to be examinedwith relative ease although unlike a conventional
confocal microscopethe size of the optical section cannot be altered which
is a limitation. Another advantage that both the Optiscan five (1) rigid pen
like probe and the Pentax confocal laser endomicroscope have when

compared to conventional confocal microscopyis that they do not have a
stage as a component. Thestageis often a limiting factor in conventional
confocal microscopy becauseit limits the ease of access to the amountof
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tissue that can be seen and can create problems with keeping an animal
warm during in vivo imaging work. Thelater can be overcome whenusing
the Optiscan five (1) rigid pen like probe because the animal can be placed
on a heat pad throughout the procedure. During colonoscopy the patientis
not cut opensois lesslikely to lose heat and can be kept warm with
blankets. However the Pentax confocal laser endomicroscope doesallow the
mucosaof the gastrointestinal lining to be studied at the cellular level in vivo
for the first time without fixation artefacts. Despite their limitations the hand
held confocal microscopes allow a new mode forthe in vivo study of mucosa
at the cellular level.
1.5.6 Acriflavine

There are over 1000 dyesthat can be usedforin vivo multiphoton
microscopybut only two are permitted for human use, one of whichis
acriflavine and was extremely importantfor this project.
Acriflavine and the more commonly known chromosomal dye
acridine orange are both membersof the xanthene class and the acridine
family of compounds (seefigure 1.8). This family of compounds hasa long
history of use as biological stains. Acriflavine possesses a useful property

that allowed it to be used as a dye for confocal microscopy with respect to
this thesis with the Optiscan five(1) probe and the Pentax confocal laser
endomicroscope. Both of these instruments use a laser to excite the dye
molecules. The quarternisation of a central nitrogen atom in acriflavine
meansthatit is an efficient laser grade dye (Sharmaeta/., 2003).
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Figure 1.8: The structure of the acridine ring & acriflavine (Sharmaef al., 2003)

Acriflavine is one of a few dyeswith fluorescent properties that are
registered for use in humans. Acriflavine is applied topically and shows a
strong specificity for staining intracellular acidic constituents, for example
DNA and RNA(Polglaseetal., 2006). Acriflavine stains the nuclei and
cytoplasm of surface epithelium but does notefficiently stain mucins. It is
therefore a good contrast agent. Acriflavine is not registered for systemic use
because nuclearstaining mayindicate a risk of mutagenicity and thusit is
only applied topically to the epithelium (Goetz et a/., 2008).

The Montrose Laboratory in Cincinnati, with whom Professor
Watson’s research group within the Division of Gastroenterology at the
University of Liverpool collaborate, studied the intracellular uptake of
acriflavine in villus epithelial cells during imaging with the 2-photon
microscope. This showedthatacriflavine penetrates both the nucleus and
the cytoplasm ofcells and reachesa steady state of fluorescence within
about 500 secondsofthe acriflavine being introduced to the tissue in the
24

perfusate. These experiments also showedthat the acriflavine fluorescence
was moreintense in the nucleus then the cytoplasm. See figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: The intracellular uptakeof acriflavine into villus epithelial cell nuclei
and cytoplasm. Thetissue was exposed to 0.5mM acriflavinein the perfusate during
2-photon imaging. The graph above showsa representative time course of
acriflavine uptake in villus epithelial cell cytoplasm and nucleus,after the acriflavine
was addedto the perfusate solution this time point is indicated by the arrow
(Kiesslich et al., 2007).

Prior to the identification of epithelial gaps in humans and mice the
properties of acriflavine as a confocal dye had not been evaluated. Our

laboratory worksin collaboration with the Montrose laboratory in Cincinnati
and in a joint project. The Montrose laboratory worked outthe excitation

spectrum of acriflavine — see figure 1.10. Working out the excitation
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spectrum ofacriflavine was important becauseit allowed the wavelength at
which most dye molecules are excited at to be ascertained and the optimum
excitation wavelength for acriflavine to be calculated. For acriflavine the
optimum excitation wave length was 810nm and this set of experiments
showedthat 2-photon microscopy could successfully image acriflavine
stained tissue.
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Figure 1.10: The two-photon excitation spectrum of acriflavine. The excitation
wavelength of a Ti-Sa laser was changedto the indicated values and inputlight to
the scan head of the Zeiss LSM510 NLO microscope fixed at 88mW average laser
powerfor each tested wavelength. Fluorescence intensity was measured from
imagescollected on the stage of 0.5mM solutionsofacriflavine in saline. Results are
the average of 10 independent measurements. The optimum excitation wave length
for acriflavine was 810nm (Kiesslich et al., 2007).
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Prior to the identification of epithelial gaps in humans, epithelial gaps
werefirst reported in mice (Watsonet a/., 2005). These experiments had
involved the study of murine epithelium that had been stained with Hoechst

33258 whichis a nuclear stain. The optimum wavelength for Hoechst 33258
excitationis, like acriflavine, 810nm. The Montrose lab then carried out an
experiment to showthat epithelial gaps in mice show neither Hoechst 33258
staining nor acriflavine staining. However gaps werestill shownto befilled
with a fluorescent and unknown substance whenviewed with confocal
reflectance. This study showed that gaps observedin acriflavine stained
tissue had the samedistinct features that have been previously used to
define gaps(see figure 1.11 and section 1.7).
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Figure 1.11: Co-localization of acriflavine with nuclear stain. Living mouse small
intestine was stained with dyes and visualized by 2-photon microscopyas described
in section 1.5.4. All images were collected simultaneously in response to 810-nm
excitation. Images of (A and D) Hoechst 33258 (435-485 nm), (B and E) acriflavine
(500-530 nm), and (C) confocal reflectance are overlaid in panel F. Arrowsindicate
epithelial gaps lacking nuclei, and the thicker arrow indicates the intervillous
(extracellular) space containing 0.5 mmol/L acriflavine. Bar = 20 um (Kiesslich et

al., 2007).
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1.6.1 Intestinal Permeability, Barrier Function and relevanceto
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)
The epithelial lining of the gastrointestinal tract plays a critical part in
maintaining whatis referred to as barrier function. Barrier function refers to
the restriction of substances crossing from the lumenof the gut into the
body. Normal barrier function is important becausewithoutit, it is

hypothesisedthat a variety of autoimmunediseasescan arise, for example
Crohn’s Disease(Arrieta et a/., 2006; Clayburgh et a/., 2004).
Experiments of the 1990s where, in rats, cell wall constituents of
luminal bacteria were injected directly into the colonic wall, induced an acute
inflammatory responseand resulted in chronic granulomatouscolitis
(Yamada etal., 1993). In this case the epithelial barrier was bypassed and
disease resulted. This suggests and supports the concept that the absence
through, for example breakdown, of the intestinal barrier is enough to result
in disease.

Crohn’s disease is an autoimmune disease which canaffect the
ileum and / or the colon and results in areas of transmural inflammation
interspersed with areas of normal tissue. When the diseaseis active

ulceration occurs in areas of inflammation. It is well established that prior to
the onset of Crohn’s disease and in some unaffected relatives and even
unrelated family members, for example spouses, an increasein intestinal
permeability is seen (Clayburgh etal., 2004; Wyatt et a/., 1993). In one study
which looked at a cohort of patients and their first degree relatives who had a
family history of Crohn’s diseasea girl of 13 was found to have an increased
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gut permeability to '°Cr-EDTA and was asymptomatic. By the age of 21 the
womenhad developedileocolonic Crohn’s disease which required treatment
(Arrieta et a/., 2006; Irvine and Marshall, 2000). This is clear evidence in
support of the idea that abnormal gut permeability is involved with
pathogenesis of the disease.
The above studies prompt a questionin relation to this project:
could this increasein barrier permeability be a result of either cell shedding
or cell migration or a mixture of both processes going wrong? It should be
noted that despite the high cell turn over of approximately one cell per
minute in the epithelial lining, barrier function and the permeability pore size
of less then 0.6nm in villi does not appear to be compromised under normal
circumstances(Scoville et a/., 2008).
1.6.2 Tight Junctions
Thegastrointestinal tract is lined with an epithelial monolayer
that acts as a barrier between the luminal contents and the inside of the
body. This monolayernotonly functions as a barrier but is also involvedin
the uptake of nutrients and water from the food weeat.
Conventionally the intestinal barrier is thought to have two

components. Thefirst is the epithelial cells and the secondis the tight
junction between eachepithelial cell. The latter is thought of as the barrier
itself. Watson et.a/.(2005) showed thatat a site of cell shedding where a gap
is left, local barrier is at least to some extent maintained (see section 1.7
below). If the tight junctions are responsible for barrier function then

presumably the tight junction at the site of a shedding event must be
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disassembled in some wayforthe cell to be shed. It is for these reasonsthat
the literature surrounding tight junctions will be discussed below.
1.6.3 Functions of Tight Junctions
Tight junctions are cell junctions that form between adjacent
cells at the apical plane of the lateral surface of each epithelial cell. The tight
junctions are the physical structures that provide a paracellular barrier and
regulate paracellular transport of ions, solutes and water (Nusrat ef a/., 2000)
In the epithelium the transport of ions, solutes and water occurs both
transcellularly and paracellularly. Transcellular transport creates the
electrosmotic gradients specific to each epithelium through specific
membrane channels and pumpsand is energy dependent. Paracellular
transport is passive and responsible for the maintenance of these gradients
by defining the degree of backdiffusion of these solutes outof the cell
(Anderson, 2001; Mitic et a/., 2000). It is the permeability of tight junctions
thatis the rate limiting step in overall permeability in intact epithelium in the
gastrointestinal tract (Weber and Turner, 2007).
Thetight junction is a network of strands of different proteins
that separates the apical and basolateral compartment domains ofthe cell.

This showsthattight junctions are involvedin cell polarity as they control the
movementof proteins within the plasma membrane. This is sometimes

referred to as the fence function oftight junctions (Forster, 2008; Mitic and
Anderson, 1998).
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1.6.4 Molecular Structure of Tight Junctions
As mentioned abovetight junctions are a networkofdifferent
proteins. Tight junctions have been extensively viewed using conventional
transmission and freeze-fracture electron microscopy. When viewedwith
transmission electron microscopetight junctions appear as a series of focal
contacts or “kisses” between the outerleaflets of the plasma membranesof
the adjacentcells, see figure 1.12 (Alberts et a/., 2002; Nusrat et a/., 2000).
Whenviewed using freeze-fracture electron microscopytight junctions
appear as a network of transmembraneprotein strands also known as
sealing strands, that encircle the apical end of each epithelial cell.(Mitic et
al., 2000; Alberts et a/., 2002). See figure 1.12.
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Figure 1.12: Diagram ofthe structure of a tight junction between epithelial cells in
the small intestine. A is a schematic representation of a tight junction. B is a freeze-

fracture electron micrographofa tight junction. The plane of the micrograph and the
plane of the membraneare the same. Thetight junction can be seen as a “belt-like”

bandof branching protein sealing strands that encircle each cell in the epithelium. C
is a conventional transmission micrograph; the junction is seen as series of focal
connectionsor “kisses” betweenthe outer leaflets of the plasma membranes from
adjacent cells. Each focal connection correspondsto a protein strand (sealing strand)
in cross section. For orientation the cells are apical ends down (Alberts ef al., 2002).

There are several proteins that have been identified as components

of tight junctions and these are the claudins, occludin, junctional adhesion
molecule 1 (JAM-1) and zonula occludens 1 and 2 (ZO-1) (ZO-2) (GonzalezMariscal et a/., 2008). See figure 1.13.
There are 24 different claudins knownto date and it is these proteins
that predominantly makeup the protein strandsofthe tight junctions
(Forster, 2008; Mitic and Anderson, 1998). Claudins range from 22-27kDa
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and have 4 transmembrane domains which form 2 extracellular loops, an

intracellular loop and cytosolic NHz and COOHterminal domains (Mitic and
Anderson, 1998). Different claudin isoforms havevariations in the

distribution of charged residueson their extracellular loops. Mostcell types
express 2 or more different claudins and it this binding of the different
claudin isoformsin the protein strands that will determine the specific
paracellular transport specificity of the tight junction. The different claudin
isoforms showtissue specific expression (Mitic and Anderson, 1998; Forster,
2008; Gonzalez-Mariscal et a/., 2008) Occludin was discovered in 1993
before the discovery of claudins and is a 65kDa protein (Mitic et a/., 2000).
Occludin has 2 extracellular loops which are made of mostly glycine and
tyrosine and it spans the membrane 4 times and hasa short cytoplasmic
NH2 terminal and a long COOH terminal (Mitic et a/., 2000; Forster, 2008).
The function of occludin remains unclear because experiments have shown
that when expressedin fibroblasts unlike the claudins it is unable to form
long transmembraneprotein strands, but instead it forms short aggregates.
However occludin has been shownto interact with claudins so may be acting
to influence the conformation of the charged residuesof the claudins in the
protein strands but the function of occludin isstill unclear (Forster, 2008;
Mitic et a/., 2000; Van Itallie and Anderson, 2004).

The ZO proteins belong to the membrane associated guanylate
kinase (MAGUK)protein family and possess PDZ domains followed by a
SH3 and GUK domains. These 3 domains are protein binding domains. The
ZOproteins actat tight junction act as scaffolds for transmembraneproteins
and anchorproteins such as claudins (whichbind tothe first PDZ domain in
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ZO proteins), occludin (interacts with the region of the ZO protein containing
the GUK domain) and junctional adhesion molecules (JAMs) to the actin

cytoskeleton. A ring of actin microfilaments is located underthe apical
junction complex and is suspected to be involved in the regulation of
paracellular permeability (Mitic et a/., 2000; Gonzalez-Mariscal et a/., 2008).

It should be noted that a small numberofactin filaments enter the tight
junction and terminate at areas of cell — cell contact (Mitic and Anderson,

1998).
JAMsare in the immunoglobulin superfamily. To date 2 isoformsof
JAMs have been identified, however little is known about JAMs with the

exception of JAM-1. JAM-1 is thought to be functional in immunecell
transmission or cell adhesion (Bazzoni et a/., 2000). JAM-1 is not presentin
the protein strands of the tight junction. The cytoplasmic domain of JAM-1
contains a putative PDZ binding motif whichis able to bind the PDZ domain
in ZO-1.
An interesting observation that is associated with IBD is that in these
patients there is a reduction in the number of protein strands and an
increase in the breakagesof these strands seen in their tight junctions. This

observation is accompanied by a decreasein electrical resistance across the
epithelium whichis indicative of an increase in epithelial permeability
(Prasad et al., 2005; Schmitz et a/., 1999a; Zeissig ef al., 2004).
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Figure 1.13: A detailed schematic diagram of the molecularstructure ofa tight
junction which showshow the componentsofthe tight junction interact. The ZO
proteins act at tight junction act as scaffolds for transmembraneproteins and anchor
proteins such as claudins, occludin and JAMsto the actin cytoskeleton (Mitic etal.,

2000).

1.6.5 TNF-a and intestinal permeability
In this project tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a) was used as a

way of increasing cell shedding. It is therefore important to review the
literature surrounding its use. A commonfeature of patients with IBD such as
Crohn’s disease, is that a breakdownin intestinal barrier function is often

seen. TNF-a is a proinflammatory cytokine whichis at a raised
concentration in the intestinal mucosa in Crohn’s disease patients (Gibson,

2004). Treatment with antibodies to TNF-a, for exampleInfliximab, results in
a rapid decreasein inflammation and healing in patients. If therapy is
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continued, remission is often seen (Gibson, 2004; Suenaert et a/., 2002)
(Turner, 2006). This would indicate that TNF-a is involved in barrier

dysfunction.
TNF-a has also been shownin vitro and in vivo to affect intestinal
permeability. /n vitro Schmitz et al. (1999b) showedthat in HT-29/B6cell
lines TNF-a altered the structure of tight junctions by reducing the numberof
protein strands presentin the tight junctions of these epithelial cell. TNF-a
has also been shownto cause a changein the protein profile seen at tight
junctions. For example Mankertz et al. (2000) report a decreasein the tight
junction protein occludin in response to TNF-a treatment of HT-29/B6 cell
line which parallels the observation of barrier disruption which was detected
electrophysiologically (Zeissig et a/., 2004) .
In vitro, Ma et al. showed that TNF-a caused an increase in the

permeability of tight junctions via an increase in myosin light chain kinase
(MLCK) expression (Ma etal., 2005) . Ye et al. (2006) showedthatin filter
grown caco-2 monolayers, TNF-a induced an increasein tight junctional
intestinal permeability and that MLCK mediated the opening of the intestinal

tight junctional barrier. MLCK causes the opening oftight junctions and
thus the increase in paracellular permeability by phosphorylating the serine
19 of the myosin light chain 2 (MLC2). MLC2is one of4 light chains that
together form myosin II. The phosphorylation of the serine 19 leads to the
contraction of the actin myosin ring whichis located just below the
adherensjunctions (Gonzalez-Mariscalet al., 2008).
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In vivo studies where mice have been given an injection of TNF-a
resulted in a dose dependentresponse whichresults in villus atrophy and
crypt hyperplasia, with villus blunting reaching a maximum 120 minutes after
the administration of TNF-a (Garside et al., 1993) . An interesting study by
Piguetet al. (1998) showedthatthe villus atrophy that is seen as a result of

injected recombinant mouse TNF-a wasdueto the detachmentof
enterocytes into the lumen and that when these enterocytes were collected
they were all apoptotic.
1.7 Epithelial Gaps and Intestinal Integrity
As mentioned abovedifferentiating cells migrate up the villus and
are shed. In principle if cells are shed there must be a mechanism to
maintain barrier function at the point of shedding under normal physiological
conditions. The work of Watsonet.a/.(2005) has shownthat in some cases
the shedding cells leave a void or gap — a discontinuity in the epithelial lining
of the gastrointestinal tract (Watson etal., 2005). These gaps do not appear
to affect the integrity of the intestinal barrier function. Watson et a/.(2005)
showedin vivo, using anaesthetised mice that under went a laparotomy and

the intestine was opened out and viewed using fluorescent dyes and
multiphoton microscopy, that gaps could be seen. Gapsare defined as areas
that lack nuclei and cytoplasm. The gaps appear as areasofblack,
indicating an absenceoffluorescence, see figure 1.14.
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Figure 1.14: A gap (black area) from 3 dimensionsin an anaesthetised Chameleon
transgenic mouse(green fluorescent protein) that has undergone a laparotomy. The
smallintestinal epithelium has been stained with Hoechst 3358 (blue) whichis

specific to nuclei. The blue square showsthe epithelium viewed en face. The tissue
has been imaged about 50 times, stepping down 1um each time an imageis taken
the green andredlines represent the planes through which the computer has
reconstructed the tissue as if viewed from the side (see red and green boxes). In each
of the 3 boxes an area of black is seen. This is the gap which has no nucleus(blue)
or cellular matter (green) within it (Watson ef al., 2005).

Bullen et a/. (2006) showed using standard Haematoxylin and Eosin
staining that gaps were also present in human small intestine (see figure
1.15). Here a gap is seen beneath a shedding cell as an area that stained
positively for eosin with no haematoxylin staining — no nuclei were present.
Of course it could always be argued that the gap or rather the area with no
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nucleusis just an area where the nucleuslies outside the plane of section.
With standard histology this cannot be proven either way becauseunlike the
previous study by Watson etal. the tissue cannot be viewed by stepping
downthrough different optical sections. However taking into account the
previous work the explanation of this area being a gapis indeedplausible.
Epithelial gaps are not normally seen in standard histological sections and
this may be dueto the extensive shrinkage artefact that occurs during
fixation, which would obliterate the gap itself.

oe cell

A filled gap under the shedding
cell, no haematoxylin staining,

only eosin is present.

Figure 1.15: Haematoxylin and eosin stained section of human small intestine,
showing a shedding cell, underneath whichis an eosin positive area devoid of
nuclei. This showsthat the epithelial gap left by the sheddingcell is filled with a yet
to be identified substance (Bullen ef al., 2006).
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In the anaesthetised mice, gaps were observedto befilled with an
impermeable substancethat did not, in the majority of cases, allow the entry
of the fluorescent dye Lucifer yellow from the lumeninto the epithelial layer
(see figure 1.16). This implies that barrier function of the small intestine is
maintained during the shedding process (Watson eta/., 2005).

Figure 1.16: An area of murine intestinal mucosa showing2 villi that each contain a
gap (arrow and arrow head) viewed using a multiphoton microscope. A showsthe
nuclear stain Hoechst 3358; neither of the gaps has a nucleus. B shows Lucifer
yellow staining that does not permeate the basolateral pole of the epithelial layer
(arrow). Partial entry is seen (arrowhead). C showsthe confocal reflectance ofvilli
and showsthat the gaps are filled with a substance that reflects light. For the gap
marked with the arrow the substance extendsto up to the surface of the epithelium.
For the gap marked with arrowheadthereflective substance stops just short of the
surface of the epithelium. D is an overlay of images A-C with false colour. Blue is
the Hoechst 3358 staining. Green is the Lucifer yellow staining andredis the
confocal reflectance. The Lucifer yellow fluorescencefits exactly into the area
above the confocal reflectance and even in the case of the gap marked with the
arrowheadit does not penetrate down to the base ofthe epithelial cell. Epithelial
integrity is maintained at epithelial gaps (Watsonet al., 2005).
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It should be noted that for historical correctness these gapsin the
epithelial monolayer of murine small intestine were first seen in 1977 using
scanning electron microscopy(see figure 1.17) (Potten & Allen, 1977).
Howeverthe presence ofthese holesorclefts within the villus tips were just
reported and not studied any further until recently.

Figure 1.17: “Low powerscanning micrographofthe surface of a villus tip. The
surface has individual holes (arrow), clefts, and regions interpreted to be areas of
cell separation and loss.” (Potten and Allen, 1977)
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1.8 Cell Shedding and Wound Healing
Can the shedding of a cell that leaves a gap be regarded as a small
wound? There are characterised mechanismsfor the healing of both large
and small wounds in epithelial cell layers in cell lines.
Small wounds (less then 10 cells in diameter) within the epithelial
monolayer in human cell lines have been shownto heal ina two phase
processin which anactin ring construction takes place followed by
coordinated pursestring contraction (Russo efal/., 2005). Within minutes of a
wound having occurred actin is observedto locate to the wound edge. This
continued accumulation results in the formation of a ring of actin encircling
the wound. Thisis the first phase of wound healing. Tension then builds up
within the ring and this marks the second phase of the wound healing. The
ring contracts and this causes surroundingcells to stretch and allow closure
of the wound. It has been shownthat rho-kinase (ROCK) and myosin light
chain kinase (MLCK)act within this process but carry out different functions.
It is hypothesised that rho is rapidly localised to the wound edge whereit
activates ROCK. ROCK is responsible for the polymerisation of actin that
results in the formation of an actin ring. MLCK activation and recruitment and
the phosphorylation of MLC drive the contraction of the actin ring and hence
woundclosure (Russoeta/., 2005).
Bullen et a/. (2006) showedthatin over half of shedding events
seen in their study phosphorylated MLCK waspresentin neighbouring cells.
This would suggest that mechanismslike the abovearelikely to be involved
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or associated with cell shedding processin the epithelium of the small
intestine.

Madara proposed a modelfor cell shedding in which the lamellipodia
from the cells either side of the shedding cell extend beneath it and form a
tight junction which acts as a “zipper” zipping up behind the sheddingcell
(Madara,1990). Bullen et a/. (2006) found that in human small intestine tight
junctions were presentin the vast majority of cases at the apical rather then

the basal pole of the epithelial shedding cell, contrary to Madara’s model.
Within the Division of Gastroenterology at the University of Liverpool,
Professor Watson’s research group has proposed a mechanism for gap

healing. As mentioned above it has been shownthatas the cell is pushed
out to create a gap, simultaneously the gapfills with a yet to be identified
impermeable substance andtight junctions are found on the apical side of
the neighbouring cells rather then the basal side and that phosphorylated
MLCK waspresentin neighbouring cells. Taking the abovefacts into
consideration the mechanism proposedinvolves the construction of the actin
ring followed by the pursestring contraction of the actin ring that is driven by
the phosphorylation of myosin fibre. See figures 1.18 and 1.19 below.
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Actin/Myosin

Figure 1.18: Model for sealing of gap resulting from physiological cell shedding. As
the cell is pushed out to create a gap, simultaneously the gapfills with a yet to be

identified impermeable substance. The sealing of the gap at the apical side of the 2
neighbouring cells involves the construction of the actin ring followed by the purse
string contraction of the actin ring that is driven by the phosphorylation of myosin.
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Figure 1.19: En face viewofvillus cells of a Chameleontransgenic mouse(green
fluorescent protein). GFP (green) and confocal reflectance (red). Gapsare indicated
by arrows. The gaps have different diameters which suggestthat if the mechanism
proposedin figure 1.18 is true the purse string closureis at different stages of
closure for each gap (Watsonet al., 2005).

A modelfor cell shedding in the epithelial layer for guinea pigs has
been documented (Iwanagaet al., 1993).In this species apoptotic fragments
are pinchedoff from the epithelial monolayer but leaving junctional
complexes complete betweenthe shedcell and its neighbouring cell and
within the lumen whole nuclei are seen (Iwanagaeta/., 1993). This is very
different from the above and this may because although mice and guinea
pigs are both traditionally classified as rodents guinea pigs belong to the
endemic South American suborder Cavimorpha which may not belong within
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the Rodentia. Standard laboratory micediffer from guinea pigs as they
belong to the Myomorpha, a different suborder of the Rodentia.
It should also be noted that within the mammal class the mechanism
of cell shedding showsvariation. For example in reindeer (Rangifer
tarandus) and seals (Phoca groenlandica) cell fragments are lost from the
villus by phagocytosis carried out by subepithelial macrophages. There is
also evidence of necrotic cell death at the villus tip with breach of the
epithelial lining of the intestine (Myklebust and Mayhew, 1998).
A question thatstill remains is whattells a cell to shed? A possible
candidate for this is apoptosis, which will be discussed below.
1.9 Apoptosis and Cell Shedding.
1.9.1 Apoptosis
The number of cells that make up a particular tissue or organ,
for example the number of cells that make up a villus in the small intestine, is
tightly regulated. The rate of cell division alone is not responsible for tissue
homeostasis. Cell division rate in conjunction with the rate of cell death is
responsible for maintaining cell number in a particular organ. Cell death can
occur via two different modes, either by apoptosis (which will be discussed in

more detail below) or by necrosis. Necrosis is unorganised cell death and is
characterised by organelle swelling and is associated with inflammation. The
inflammation is the result of the neighbouring cells reacting to the cellular
contents that were released by the dying cell uponits rupture (Alberts efa/.,
2002; Vermeulen eta/., 2005; Kerr et al., 1972).
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Apoptosis is programmedcell death and is tightly regulated. It is
morphologically characterised by plasma membraneblebbing, cell
shrinkage, condensation of chromatin and the fragmentation of DNA (Kerr et
al., 1972; Vermeulen et al., 2005; Renehan et a/., 2001).

Apoptosis also is responsible for the shaping oflimbs in the
embryo. For example a mouse’s pawstarts life as a spade shaped massin
the womb. Whenthe cells that make up the interdigital webs undergo
apoptosis the digits of the paw are defined (Alberts et a/., 2002; Renehan et
al., 2001).
1.9.2 Caspase Activation
The morphological characteristics of apoptosis mostly result
from a cohort of cysteine proteases called caspasesthat are specifically
activated in apoptotic cells. Caspases are found in normal cells but are
synthesised as inactive precursors called procaspases. Activation occurs
within the cell either via an autoproteolytic cleavage eventasis the case for
caspase 9 or cleavage occurs by other caspasesat a specific aspartic acid
residue within the procaspase. Initiator caspases have long pro-domains and
act as signal transducers and go on to proteolytically activate downstream

effecter caspases such as caspases 3 and 7. Effector caspases have a
variety of substrates. Some caspases cleave the nuclear lamins which
results in the irreversible breakdownof the nuclear lamina. Other caspases
cleave a protein which normally holds a DNAasein its inactive form. In more
detail, caspase cleavage of ICAD(inhibitor of caspase-activated DNAse)
results in its inactivation and allows DNA fragmentation factor (DFF) to
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translocate and enter the nucleus. Once in the nucleus DFF is responsible
for the cleavage of internucleosomal DNA whichresults in oligonucleosomal
DNAfragments (Alberts et a/., 2002; Watson, 2006; Vermeulen eta/., 2005).

It is in this way that the cell is able to dismantle itself neatly readyfor it to be
phagocytosed by a neighbouring cell or macrophage.
Apoptosis can beinitiated in two ways, either via extracellular
stimuli or intracelluarly. This has led to two apoptotic pathwaysto develop,
the extrinsic pathway and theintrinsic pathway. Bothstill involve a caspase
cascade.
1.9.3 Extrinsic Pathway
The extrinsic pathway is an important effector mechanism for
the immune system. In this pathway apoptosis is initiated by binding of a
death ligand to its death receptor on the plasma membrane of a cell. These
death receptors belong to the tumour necrosis factor (TNF) receptor
superfamily and include Fas, TNF-receptor -1 (TNF-R1), death receptor 3
(DR3), TNF-related apoptosis inducing ligand receptor -1 (TRAIL-R1),
TRAIL-R2 and DR6 (Vermeulen et a/., 2005; Lemasters, 2005). The binding
of a ligand to its death receptor causes receptor trimerisation and

association of adaptor proteins and the recruitment and activation of
procaspase 8. Activated caspase 8 goesonto proteolytically activate
downstream effector caspases for example caspase 3 and induce apoptosis

(Alberts ef al., 2002; Lemasters, 2005; Vermeulen efa/., 2005). See figure
1.20.
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1.9.4 Intrinsic pathway
Theintrinsic apoptotic pathway is activated within a cell by the
cell itself at times of stress or in response to DNA damage. It involves the
release of the electron carrier cytochrome c from the mitochondria into the
cytosol. This causes activation of the apoptotic protease activating factor-1
(Apaf-1) which binds in the presence of ATP and cytochrome c to
procaspase 9 andthis forms the apoptosome. The apoptosome associated
caspase 9 then goes onto activate other downstream caspases such as
caspase3, 6 and 7 (Alberts et a/., 2002; Vermeulen eta/., 2005; Lemasters,

2005). The release of cytochromec from the mitochondria is tightly regulated
and usually requires the activation of p53 to transcribe and translate proteins
that belong to the Bcl-2 family which both promote and block the release of
cytochrome c from the mitochondria (Alberts et al., 2002; Lemasters, 2005;
Vermeulen et al., 2005). See figure 1.20.
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Figure 1.20: Schematic to show the 2 apoptotic pathways;the intrinsic and extrinsic
apoptotic pathways. The extrinsic pathways of apoptosisare initiated by binding of a
death ligand to its death receptor on the plasma membraneofa cell. The intrinsic
apoptotic pathwayis activated within cell by the cell itself at times of stress or in
response to DNA damage.It involvesthe release of the electron carrier cytochrome

c from the mitochondria into the cytosol. DD =death domain, CARD =caspase
recruitment domain, DED= death effector domain (Vermeulen ef al., 2005).

1.9.5 Apoptosis and Cell Shedding

Apoptosis is “programmedcell death”. Apoptosis is fundamental for
maintaining cell number and tissue organisation. Anoikis is apoptosis thatis
induced by the detachmentof cell-matrix interactions, it has been
demonstratedin epithelial cell lines (Frisch and Francis, 1994)
In the small intestine cells migrate from the crypt up the villus and
are then shed from thevillus tip. The question then arises: do epithelial cells
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first undergo apoptosis and are then shedor doesthe act of shedding induce

apoptosis (anoikis)? Bullen et al. (2006) found that the vast majority of cells
that had being expelled from the monolayer but werein the very final stages
of being shed were caspase 3 positive indicating that apoptosis was taking
place. This study found that ~ firm conclusion relating to the orderof the
shedding and apoptosis events could be reached. It is clear that apoptosis
and cell shedding do occur together
Watson et al. (2005) showedthat in the anaesthetised mice when a
cell was aboutto be shedit did not exhibit condensed chromatin using
nuclear DNA fluorescence to measureit. Cells in the later stages of
apoptosis are classically observed when looking down a microscope to have
condensed chromatin. In contrast cells that had been shed into the gut
lumen did exhibit increased nuclear DNA fluorescence. This observation
suggests that the later stages of apoptosis take place after the cell shedding
event. Caspaseactivation is a much earlier event in the processof
apoptosis. /n vivo time lapse observations of cell shedding events in murine
small intestine showed that in 10/12 cases active caspase 3 was not present
in cells prior to shedding but in 2/12 active caspase 3 was present. These
data would suggestthat if apoptosis is the signal for cell shedding, apoptosis

is in the very early stages prior to the cell being shed. Watson etal.
hypothesizethat cell shedding is the result of loosened connections between
neighbouring cells and the basement membrane whichresults in the cell's
expulsion from the epithelial monolayer and the gapthatis left is filled with a
yet to be identified impermeable material which maintains the barrier function
of the epithelial lining of the intestine.
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It is clear that no firm conclusion can be reached asto which order
apoptosis and cell shedding events occur. It may be that apoptosis is a

consequenceof cell shedding and not a signal for shedding to begin. It is
therefore likely that these 2 events occur within seconds of eachother.
1.10 Summary
Epithelial gaps have only recently been returned to for further
study, and mostof this work has beencarried out in mice. In the past
identification of epithelial gaps in human intestinal mucosa has been
questionable becauseofthe limitations of conventional microscopy. With
the advent of the new hand held confocal microscopes: the Pentax confocal

laser endomicroscope and the Optiscanfive (1) rigid pen like probe,
relatively large areas of mucosa from both humans and mice can be viewed
in vivo at the cellular level withoutfixation and the associated artefacts that
accompanyit. As both hand held confocal microscopes contain the same
technology it should enable parallels to be drawn between mice and
humans.

It is has been shownthat the shedding of a cell causes the
genesis of an epithelial gap. A likely candidate to cause an increasein

shedding would be the presenceofinflammation. It well documented that
patients with IBD suffer from a leaky epithelial barrier and associated
inflammation so it would be of interest to find a way of causing an increasein
cell shedding using inflammation as a medium to seeif there is somelink.
It is not clear what the mechanism for cell shedding is so an

area of interest is to investigate events under the shedding cell itself and in
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the cells surrounding the sheddingcells. It would be interesting to look at
actin becauseit is documented to be involved in the pursestring closure
events that take place to heal and seal small wounds in epithelial
monolayers.
Apoptosis is “programmedcell death”. Apoptosis is fundamental
for maintaining cell number and tissue organisation. It is not clear what role
apoptosis playsin cell shedding. Is apoptosis the signalfor cell shedding or
is it a consequenceofcell shedding? Part of the study will be to determine
the effects of inhibition of caspase activation (which is a key stage of
apoptosis) upon cell shedding.
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1.11 Aims

1.

To identify gaps in humans in the epithelial monolayer of both the small

andlarge intestine in vivo.
2.

To investigate the effect of the proinflammatory cytokine TNF-a oncell

shedding, gap formation and intestinal barrier function at shedding sites in
vivo andin vitro.
3.

To investigate the events under a shedding cell and betweenthecells

underand around the shedding cell in vitro.
4.

To determine whether apoptosis is a cause or consequenceofcell

sheddingin vitro.
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Chapter 2
Materials and
Methods

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Animals
The mice werehoused in the University’s experimental animal nonspecific pathogen free facility. Mice were fed on a commercially prepared
pelleted diet and water ad /ibitum. The mice were kept under a 12 hour
light:dark cycle. All experiments were conducted during the daytime.
2.1.1 Animal Drug Treatments
All procedures were performed within the guidelines of home office
Project Licence No 40/2833 by Personal Licence No 40/8292.
Intra-peritoneal injections of Tumour necrosis factor a (TNF-a)
(PeproTech Inc) (appendix 1) at a dose of 0.33ug/g or 0.16yg/g were
given. The dosage regime for TNF-a waskindly provided by our
collaborator Dr J. Turner. Two hoursafter the injection the mouse was
either sacrificed or viewed with the Optiscan five(1) confocal probe (see
section 2.3.2 ).
Intra-peritoneal injections of Tumour necrosis factor a (TNF-a)
(PeproTechInc) (appendix 1) at a dose of 0.33ug/g and a simultaneous
intra-peritoneal injection of a dose of 100ug Z-VAD-FMK (MP
Biomedicals, France) were administered. The mouse received 2 further
dosesof the Z-VAD-FMK or 1% DMSO at 20 minute intervals. The
mousewasthen left for a further 50 minutes and was then sacrificed.
This dosage regime for the Z-VAD-FMK wasgivenby Piguetefal.

(1998).
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2.1.2 Anaesthetic Dosing Regime
Mice were anaesthetised with diazepam (5mg/kgi/p)
(VETRAPharma, Leeds) and hypnorm (0.01ml/30g i/p)(Hamelin
Pharmaceuticals LTD) (Flecknell 1987).
Due to supply problems with the raw ingredients for hypnorm an
alternative anaesthetic regime had to be employedfor the last set of
experiments in this thesis (those detailed in chapter 7). Mice were
anaesthetised with Ketamine hydrochloride (2mg i/p for a 30g mouse)
(Pfizer,Kent) and Medatomodine (0.02mg i/p for a 30g mouse)
(Pfizer,Kent).

2.2 In vitro methods
2.2.1 Tissue retrieval
The mice were sacrificed by CO2 asphyxiation or cervical
dislocation (in accordancewith Project licence 40/2833).
The small intestine was harvested as follows. The proximal end of the
small intestine was dissected at the stomachjunction. By gripping the
proximal end with forceps and pulling carefully upwards while freeing the
mesentery with scissors, the entire small intestine was freed and
removed upon dissection at the caecum junction. The tissue was placed
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Appendix 1) and the lumen was
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flushed of faeces with a clipped 200uI pipette tip attached to a 20m
syringe charged with PBS.
2.2.2 Preparation of samples for scanning electron microscopy

(SEM)
The small intestine was harvested from a mouse andflushed with
PBS andcut into 1 cm lengths. These lengths were cut along the
longitudinal axis and put in 2.5% glutaraldehyde (Agar Scientific,
Stanstead, UK) in Sérensen’s phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) (appendix 1) for
1 hour. The samples were then washed3 timesfor 5 minutes in
S6rensen’s phosphate buffer, followed by 2 5-minute washesin 0.15M
glycine (Sigma, Poole, UK) made up in Sérensen’s phosphatebuffer.
The purposeofthis is to quench the aldehyde groups from the
glutaraldehyde, thus enabling a more even uptake of the osmium
tetroxide. The sample was washeda further 2 times in Sé6rensen’s
phosphate buffer, each wash lasting 5 minutes The sample was
transferred and washed for 10 minutesin distilled water. It was then
dehydrated through a set of graded ethanols (30%, 60 %, 70%, 80%,
90%, 100%, followed by another change in 100% ethanol) and putinto
acetone (Sigma, Poole, UK). The sample was then critical-point dried
(E3000seriescritical point drying apparatus). For critical-point drying the
acetone in the sample is replaced by liquid carbon dioxide by flushing the
sample with liquid carbon dioxide. The sample is next heated to the
critical point of 31.5°C and a pressure of 1100 psi is reached. At the
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critical point the liquid carbon dioxide changesto a vapour. This occurs
without a changein density taking place which meansthat the surface
tensions on the sample do not changeso that the morphology and
ultrastructure of the tissue are not changed. The gaseous carbon dioxide
is then driven off and the sample is left completely dry and devoid of
moisture. At this point the sample is stable.
Samples were mounted on 12mm pin stubs using double sided
carbon tabs. The samples were then spatter coated with pure gold using
an Emitech K550 gold spatter coater at a voltage of 25 mAfor 3 minutes
which gave a 15nm thicknessof gold on the sample. Samples were
viewed using a Jeol JSM 840 SEM at an accelerating voltage of 25Kv.
Digital photographs of the sample were taken using Sprit image capture

software (Priston gammatechnology).
2.2.3 Preparation of tissue for Histology

The small intestine was harvested from a mouse and flushed with
PBS. The small intestine was fixed separately in 10% neutral buffered
formalin (appendix 1) for 24 hours. The intestines were then cut into 1cm
lengths and wereplaced in a loop of 3M surgical micropore tape (3M
Healthcare, Germany). The tape was then squeezed together and
excesstape and tissue were removed with a disposable scalpel. The
tape-enclosed sausagesof pieces of intestine were then cut into 5mm
lengths and placedinto tissue cassettes. See figure 2.1
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The tissue was processed and embeddedin paraffin blocks. 4um
sections of tissue were cut and floated ontoslides.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the “gut bundling” procedure. (Ottewell 2005)

For particular experiments gut bundling was not a suitable
representation of the fixed tissue, so instead the following Swissroll
preparation was used. The small intestine was harvested as detailed in
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section 2.2.1 and then cut along the longitudinal axis to open the
intestinal tube up and placed into 10% neutral buffered formalin for 24
hours. The intestine was then rolled up on itself like a Swiss roll and
placed into a tissue cassette and processedto paraffin. 4um sections of

tissue were cut and floated onto slides
2.2.4 Histochemistry
Sections wereeither stained using undiluted haematoxylin
(Haematoxylin Gill Ill, Surgipath) and undiluted eosin ( Eosin alcoholic
solution, Surgipath), or to show goblet cells, a combined alcian blue —
diastase periodic acid-Schiff stain was used. This stains acid and neutral
mucins (Bancoft & Gamble 2002).
2.2.5 Caspase 3 Immunohistochemistry
Small intestine was fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin overnight
and was processed and embeddedin paraffin blocks. 4um sections of

tissue were cut and floated on to APEScoatedslides, dried overnight at
37°C.
Slides were dewaxed in xylene and put in absolute ethanol for 3
minutes followed by 45 seconds in 0.3% H2O02 to quench the endogenous
peroxidaseactivity found in the tissue. Rehydration of the tissue was
continued through a graded setof ethanols to distilled water and then
PBS. Antigen retrieval was preformed using a 10mM citric acid buffer
(appendix 1) and microwaving for 20 minutes on full power (800 Watt,
Category E Microwave) The tissue was then washedin PBS twicefor 5
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minutes and the tissue was blocked in 10% goat serum

(DakoCytomation, Ely, UK) for 45 minutes at room temperature to
minimise non-specific binding. The primary antibody (Affinity Purified
rabbit anti human/mouseactive caspase 3 antibody) (R& D Systems,
Abingdon, UK) wasthen applied at a 1 in 750 dilution and left to incubate

overnight at 4°C.
The primary antibody was washedoff in TBS-tween (appendix 1)
for 5 minutes and this wash was repeated. The secondary antibody,
biotinylated anti-rabbit antibody (DakoCytomation, Ely, UK), was made
up in 5% mouse serum (DakoCytomation, Ely, UK) and ata
concentration of 1 in 200. The secondary antibody was incubated for 45
minutes at room temperature. This was followed by 2 washesin TBS-

tween, each for 5 minutes. The tissue was then incubated in Vectastain
ABC elite ® (Vector labs, Peterborough, UK) at room temperature for 30
minutes. The purposeofthis is to amplify the signal from the bound
antibody. The tissue was then washedtwice for 5 minutes each time in
TBS-tween and the slides were then dipped quickly in PBS. The tissue
wasthen incubated in the dark at room temperature for two minutesin
0.07% DAB (Diaminobenzidine) (Sigma, Poole, UK). The DAB was

washedoff with PBS andthe tissue was then washedfor 6 minutesin
PBS. To help clarify the counterstaining the tissue was then placedin
80% methanol for 10 minutes. The slides were then placed in undiluted
haematoxylin (haematoxylin Gill 1, Sigma, Poole, UK) for 5 minutes. The
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haematoxylin was washedoff in running tap water and the tissue was
blued in buffer for 1 minute. The slides were then dipped in 90% ethanol

20 times and then transferred into 100% ethanol for one minute and
placed in xylene for 5 minutes before the cover slips were mounted using
DPX (BDH laboratory supplies, Poole, Uk).

2.2.6 AMPK Immunofluorescence
Small intestine wasfixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin over
night and was processed and embeddedin paraffin blocks. 44m sections
of tissue were cut and floated on to APES coatedslides, dried overnight

at 37°C.
Slides were dewaxedin xylene and put in absolute ethanol for 3
minutes followed by 45 seconds in 0.3% H2O2 to quench the endogenous
peroxidaseactivity found in the tissue. Rehydration of the tissue was
continued through a graded setof ethanols to distilled water and then
PBS. Antigen retrieval was preformed using a 10mM citric acid buffer
(appendix 1) and microwaving for 20 minutes on full power. The tissue
wasthen washedin PBS twice for 5 minutes and the tissue was blocked
in 10% goat serum (DakoCytomation, Ely, UK) for 45 minutes at room
temperature to minimise non-specific binding. The primary antibody
(Phospho-AMPKa(Thr172) rabbit monoclonal antibody) (Cell Signalling
Technology, USA) was then applied at a 1 in 50 dilution and left to

incubate overnight at 4°C.
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The primary antibody was washed off in TBS-tween (appendix 1)
for 5 minutes and this wash was repeated. The secondary antibody,
biotinylated anti-rabbit antibody (DakoCytomation, Ely, UK) was made up
in 5% mouse serum (DakoCytomation, Ely, UK) and at a concentration of
1 in 200. The secondary antibody was incubated for 45 minutes at room
temperature. This was followed by 2 washes in TBS-tween each for 5
minutes. Sections were incubated with FITCI-Avidin D (Vector labs,
Peterborough, UK) for 1 hour at room temperature in the dark. Sections

were washed 10 times each for 5 minutes in TBSin the dark before
mounting with mounting medium for fluorescence containing DAPI
(Vector labs, Peterborough , UK) and storing slides wrappedin foil at

4°C.
2.2.7 Tissue preparation for cryosections
Prior to autopsy the bottom of a glass Petri dish and a 200ml
capacity side arm conical flask were pre-cooled on a bed ofcardice.
Freezing spray (Bright, Huntingdon, UK) wassprayedinto the flask
through the side arm (pointing away from you to avoid burns). The
liquefied spray was then decanted wearing insulated glovesinto the Petri
dish ready for immersing and freezing the tissue blocks.
Following autopsy and tissue retrieval as described in section 2.2.1

the small intestine was flushed with ice cold PBS. The small intestine
wasthen distended by perfusing the lumen with OCTfixing medium
(VWR, Lutterworth, UK), using a clipped 200ul pipette tip attached to a
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5ml syringe, from the proximal end of the intestine until the luminal PBS
was displaced by OCT. The endsof the intestine were cut and discarded
before 2cm lengths were cut with a disposable scalpel.
The lengths of OCTfilled intestine were laid lengthways along the
bottom of a Tissue-Tek cryomold (VWR, Lutterworth, UK) and OCT
freezing media carefully overlaid to fill the mould (avoiding bubblesin
the OCT freezing media and the tissue pieces floating). The mould was
transferred to the liquefied freezing spray and submerged with a
downward pressure against the bottom of the glass Petri dish (to prevent
the mould from bowing out of shape), until bubbles ceased.

An aluminium canisterfilled with cardice was usedto aid
compression. The blocks were wrappedin aluminium foil and stored at 80°C until required for sectioning.
2.2.8 Cryo-sectioning
The foil wrapped blocks weretransported at -80°C on cardice to the
cryostat (Bright, Huntingdon, UK) (within the Department of Physiology)
and allowedto equilibrate to the temperature of the cryostat (set at 20°C). The blade was cleaned with 70% ethanol before sectioning of the
tissue started. The block was removed from the plastic cryo mould and
cut in half using a scalpel so that only onefull length of tissue was
presentin each half of the block. Each half was mounted onto a cork disk
(Bright) using OCTandthis wasin turn mounted on the specimen holder

with OCT.
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The blocks were then cut back into the middle of the portion of the
tissue, thus avoiding the crypts and villi to be cut at an oblique angle.
Sections were cut at 10um and picked up onto Superfrost Plus slides
(VWR, Lutterworth, UK) and fixed and stained the same day asin section

262.9.

2.2.9 Actin immunoflorescence
10um sections of murine small intestine were placed on Superfrost
Plus slides and fixed in 1% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes at room
temperature. Slides were then washed in PBS 3 times for 5 minutes
each. Sections were permeabilised with 0.5% Ipegal CA-630 (Sigma,
Poole) in PBS for 5 minutes. The sections were washed twice in PBS
each for 5 minutes. Samples were blocked in 10% goat serum in PBS
containing 50mM ammonium chloride for 30 minutes at room
temperature. Sections were incubated with Phalloidin 488 for actin
(Molecular Probes) diluted 1 in 500 in 10% goat serum for 1 hour at room
temperature in the dark. Sections were washed 5 times eachfor 5
minutes in 1% goat serum in the dark before mounting with mounting
medium for fluorescence containing DAPI (Vector labs, Peterborough,
UK) and storing slides wrappedin foil at 4°C.
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2.2.10 Image Analysis
All figures in this thesis have had the contrast and brightness
optimised with Adobe Photoshop, but no other digital manipulation has
been performed.

2.3 In vivo methods
2.3.1 Screening endoscopyvia a total colonoscopy with a Pentax
confocal laser endomicroscope
Patients at the First Medical Clinic, Johannes Gutenberg University
of Mainz, Germany gave consentfor their screening colonoscopy to be
performed with a Pentax confocal laser endomicroscope. To visualise the
mucosal surface acriflavine (0.05% in saline) was sprayed through the

instrument onto the mucosal surface. After 10 minutes the acriflavine had
become localised to nuclei and cytoplasm and digital photographs were
taken at two or more focal depths of the mucosal surface. The image
size is 500 x 500um and the thicknessof each focal plane is 7m. All of
the colonoscopies were performed by Dr R Kiesslich. The images were
then viewed using Image J and an Optiscan plug-in to look for gaps in
the mucosa.
2.3.2 Optiscan five(1) probe
Mice were anaesthetised with diazepam (5mg/kgi/p)
(VETRAPharma, Leeds) and hypnorm (0.01ml/30g i/p)(Hamelin

Pharmaceuticals LTD) (Flecknell 1987). A laparotomy was performed
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and a loop of small intestine and/ or colon waspulled through onto a
piece of cork. The intestine was then flushed with 150mM NaCl, a glass
rod wasthen insertedinto it. The intestine was then cut open with a
cauteriser and the mucosal surface was exposed and pinnedflat to the
cork board. 0.05% acriflavine (Sigma, Poole) was then dropped onto the
mucosal surface with a disposable Pasteur pipette and the dye wasleft
on the tissue for 5 minutes to allow localisation to the nuclei and
cytoplasm. The Optiscan five (1) RBK6315A pen like probe was switched
on and option 2 for blue fluorescence was selected, with a specific
wavelength at excitation of 488nm. The probe wasthen placeddirectly
on the tissue and the foot pedal was used to control the focal depth and
take digital photographs. The image size is 500 x 500um and the

thickness of each focal plane is 7m.
2.3.3 In vivo time course confocal microscopy
Mice were anaesthetised and a laparotomy was performed and a
loop of small intestine was pulled out of the peritoneal cavity and a
cautery device was used to open up the intestine to minimise bloodloss.
A tail vein injection of the nuclear dye Hoescht 33258 (2.5mg/ml, inject
40ul [when mouseis around 20g) (Invitrogen) was performed. The
mouse was then placed supine on a custom built chamber on the stage
of a multi photon microscope (Zeiss LSM NLO; Zeiss Jena, Germany)
that was heated to 37°C.
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Theintestine was perfused with lucifer yellow (perfused at
0.2ml/min) (Molecular probes). A Z-stack was then taken every 5 minutes
for 2-3 hours. The distance between eachfocal plane was 5um. Images

were collected using confocal and 2- photon imaging.
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Chapter 3
Validation of Epithelial

Gaps and Identification of
Epithelial Gaps in
Humans

3. Validation of Epithelial Gaps and Identification of Epithelial Gaps in
Humans.
3.1 Introduction

Epithelial cells are replaced every 3-5 days and despite the high cell
turnoverin the epithelial lining of the intestinal tract, barrier function does not
appear to be compromised under normal circumstances (Watson et a/., 2005).
Progenyof stemscells, which originate in the crypt, differentiate and migrate
up the villus and are shedat the villus tip. Recent work has shownthatin
some cases the sheddingcells leave a void or gap — a discontinuity in the
epithelial lining of the small intestine (Watsoneta/., 2005).
These gaps do not appear to affect the integrity of the intestinal barrier
function. Watson et al. showedin vivo, using anaesthetised mice that had

undergonea laparotomy and hadtheir intestinal epithelium opened out and
viewed using fluorescent dyes and multi-photon microscopy, that gaps could
be seen. Gaps were defined as areas that lack both nuclei and cytoplasm,
and the gaps appear as areas of black becausethey do not take up molecular
probes (Watson eftal., 2005).
It should be noted for historical correctness that these gapsin the

epithelial monolayer werefirst observed in 1977 using scanning electron
microscopy (Potten and Allen, 1977) but this observation was notfollowed up.

It is only recently that work has started to focus on these gaps again. All of the
above work wasdone in mice.

Bullen et al. (2006) showed, using standard H and staining, that gaps
were also present in human small intestine. In this study, a gap is seen
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beneath a shedding cell as an area that stained positively for eosin with no

haematoxylin staining — no nuclei were present. It could always be argued
that in this case a gap wasjust a section in which a nucleus wasoutside of
the plane of section.

It is likely that in fixed tissue the majority of gaps are lost due to the
effects of fixation, in particular the shrinkageof the tissue that is a result of the
fixation process. Thus the identification of gaps in human intestinal epithelium
in histological sections has beendifficult.
The recent developmentof the confocal endomicroscope provided an
opportunity to view the human intestinal tract in vivo at a cellular level with

acriflavine staining and without the physical disruption of the epithelium and
fixation artefacts. The confocal endomicroscopeis a regular endoscopewith a
miniaturised laser scannerincorporatedinto it (Kiesslich ef al., 2004).
Acriflavine is a fluorescent dye licensed for use in humans and rapidly
localises to nuclei and cytoplasm of epithelial cells. This allows high quality

digital imagesof the epithelial surface of the small and large intestines to be
obtained. The confocal endomicroscopehasallowedthe identification of gaps
in the human large and small intestine.

The aims of this part of the PhD project were to validate the
observation of epithelial gaps in murine small intestine, to identify and

characterize the structures stained by acriflavine, and to identify epithelial
gaps in human intestinal epithelium.
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3.2 Results

The work reportedin this chapter has been published by Kiesslich et
al., 2007, incorporating much of my work. See Appendix 2.
3.2.1 Acriflavine Staining shows Gapsin the Epithelium of Human
Terminal lleum and Rectum.

Dr R Kiesslich performedall of the confocal endomicroscpic

examinations.The patients who werepart of this study did not exhibit any
disease phenotype and were undergoing a routine screen colonoscopy as
normal practice in Germany. Patients gave informed consentandethical
approval was obtained from the local ethical board in Mainz. Dr Kiesslich,

whose main concern wasforthe patient’s wellbeing, collected the confocal
images. It was not possible to determine the imagesin detail during the
colonoscopy. Imageswerethen stored digitally and sent to me in batches.
There were up to 700 imagesper patient, which | then sorted into imagesthat

were interpretable and allocated images into Z-stacks. A Z-stack is formed
from the individual imagesof a particular area taken at different depths by a
confocal microscope. In this study | defined a Z-stack as 3 or more images
from consecutive different focal planes in the same areaofintestinal
epithelium. About 60% of images werenot of analysable quality; this was

usually due to movementartefact. Movementartefact is caused by natural
movements of the bowel, for example due to peristalsis (see figure 3.1), which
cause the imagesto be completely distorted.
Another factor that affected image quality was the presence of debris
within an image stack. Debris often collects on the end of the confocal
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endomicroscope during examination. This debris also appears on images as

an area devoid of staining and thus of no reflectance (black). During analysis
debris can easily be identified and eliminated becauseit stays at the same
point on the image whenthe field of view is moved. The field of view often
moves between sucessive image planes dueto peristalsis, breathing and
vascular pulse. Seefigure 3.2.
A total of 6277 images were obtained for this study from patients who
gave informed consent. 1088 images from the terminal ileum (10 patients)

and 1908 imagesfrom the rectum (17 patients) were of analysable quality.
After 10 minutes the acriflavine had become localised to nuclei and cytoplasm
of the epithelial cells and a Z-stack of images was taken. Unstained areas areas that had noacriflavine fluorescence were observedin both the terminal
ileum and the rectum and had a diameterof approximately 10um whichis the
diameter of an epithelial cell. These discontinuities in the epithelium were
observed at 3 or more consecutive different focal planes in the samearea of
intestinal epithelium (a Z-stack) and thus confirm that there was no acriflavine
fluorescence through the entire plane of the epithelial layer (figures 3.3 and
3.4). This indicated the possibility of the presence of epithelial gaps in
intestinal epithelium.
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Figure 3.1: An example of an imageofthe intestine that is not analysable due to
movementartefact. The imageis very distorted as a result of movementof the bowel.
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Figure 3.2: A Z-stack of images of human small intestine. This Z-stack is not of
analysable quality due to the presence of debris on the confocal endomicroscope.
Areas of debris are markedin thered ellipses and appearas areas of no reflectance
(black). During analysis debris can easily be identified and eliminated becauseit stays
at the same point on the image whenthe field of view is moved. Bar = 60um.
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Figure 3.3: Gaps in human terminal ileal epithelium. Images A-C and D-F from 2 Zstacks from different patients. Images were obtained from confocal endoscopy with
acriflavine staining. The white arrowsindicate the epithelial gaps. The boxedarea in

A is at a higher magnification in B and C. B is a more superficial plane, C is from a
deeper plane. The box on D is shownat higher magnification in E and F. is the gap
at a superficial plane while F is the gap at a deeper plane. Bar = 20pm (Kiesslich er

al., 2007).
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Figure 3.4: Gaps in humanrectal epithelium. Images A-C and D-F from 2 Z-stacks
from different patients. Images were obtained from confocal endoscopy with
acriflavine staining. The white arrowsindicate the epithelial gaps. The boxedarea in
A is at a higher magnification in B and C. B is a more superficial plane, C is from a
deeper plane. The box on D is shownat higher magnification in E and F. E is the gap

at a superficial plane while F is the gap at a deeper plane. Bar = 20pm (Kiesslich ef
al., 2007).
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3.2.2 Distinction of Epithelial Gaps from Goblet Cells
Mucin secreting goblet cells are at a high abundancein the epithelial
lining of the intestinal tract. Within the acriflavine stained tissue, unstained

areas were commonly seen. This suggestedthat acriflavine could be a
contrast agent for gobletcells.
Criteria were developed for the identification and differentiation of
epithelial gaps from gobletcells. First goblet cells are flask shaped with a
central mucin granule and a nucleus at the basal pole. This can be seen most
clearly in confocal endomicroscopy when cells are viewed from the side, for
example in the terminal ileal epithelium. See figure 3.5. It should be noted that
in this orientation the goblet cells contain nuclei that are not displaced relative
to adjacent cells. In contrast epithelial gaps do not contain nuclei.
Goblet cells also have a distinct appearance when viewed en face by

confocal endomicroscopy. Optical sections are 7um thick with the confocal
endomicroscope. | noticed that Goblet cells have a “target” appearance, a
central black spot which corresponds to the mouth of the gobletcell
surrounded by grey mucin and cytoplasm. See figure 3.6. These data
distinguish goblet cells and epithelial gaps.
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Figure 3.5: Distinction between goblet cells and epithelial gaps. A- B and D- E are
confocal images taken with the endomicroscope ofthe terminal ileum. A shows a
group of characteristic flask shaped goblet cells (black arrows) viewed side on. B
showsa gobletcell with a nucleus (black arrow) and an epithelial gap nearby with no
nucleus (white arrow). C is a H and stained section showing goblet cells with nuclei
(black arrows), D and E are side on viewsof epithelial gaps (white arrows) (Kiesslich

et al., 2007)
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En face view ofepithelial

surface of goblet cell with 7
micron optical slice

Figure 3.6: Goblet cells have a distinct appearance when viewed en face. A is a
schematic illustrating the appearanceofa goblet cell. B is an en face view of goblet
cells showingthe characteristic “target appearance”. C is the en face view ofepithelial
gaps. D is the low and is higher magnification of an epithelial gap and nearby goblet
cells. Bar = 20pm (Kiesslich et al., 2007).
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3.2.2.1 Math 1 mice and Goblet Cells

To further differentiate between epithelial gaps and gobletcells, the
newly developed handheld confocal minimicroscope (Optiscan five(1);
Optiscan, Melbourne, Australia) was used to carry out a study in mice. The
Optiscan five(1) handheld probe uses the same confocal scanning technology
as the Pentax confocal endomicroscope. This means that the 2 instruments

have identical confocal resolution, depth of plane of focus and imagedisplay
and that the 2 imagessets are precise equivalents. Our attention was drawn
to a colony of Math qAintestine mice developed by Dr Noah Shroyer in Texas.

Math 1“"s""¢ mice are chimeras in which 90% of goblet cells have been
eliminated from the terminal ileum. Math1 is a basic helix-loop-helix
transcription factor which is required for the formation of intestinal secretory
lineages which includes goblet cells (Shroyeret a/., 2005)
To be surethat the differentiation between epithelial gaps and goblet

cells was correct, wild type and Math1“""*s""® mice were imaged using
acriflavine confocal fluorescence. 8494 images from both wild type and

Math14"stre were analysed. Goblet cells were frequently seen with a “target”
appearance and were identified and distinguished from epithelial gaps in both

the terminal ileum and colon of wild type mice. Within Math1“"*=""* mice,
occasional villi were sometimes seen that contained goblet cells but these
were easily identified and eliminated from analysis. Within villi that did not
contain gobletcells, epithelial gaps were still present. See figure 3.7

Epithelial gaps were also presentin the colonic epithelium of the Math14"°st”
mice. See figure 3.8
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This study showed that the appearanceof epithelial gaps and goblet

cells when viewed using acriflavine fluorescence in both mice and humans
are identical.

Figure 3.7: Epithelial Gaps in wild type and Math1“”"*"”" terminalileum.A is a low
magnification imageof an area of epithelium from a wild type mouse showingboth
epithelial gaps (white arrows) and a gobletcell (black arrow). B is a higher
magnification image of both the epithelial gaps and goblet cell. C is a low

—_

magnification image of an area of epithelium from a Math eimestr® Ouse showing
epithelial gaps (white arrows) and an absence of goblet cells. D-E show the epithelial
gaps at a higher magnification at superficial and deep planes of focus respectively. F
is the area in the dashed square at higher magnification. This showsan epithelial gap
under a sheddingcell with condensed chromatin. Bar = 20um (Kiesslich ef al., 2007).
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Figure 3.8: Epithelial gaps in wild type and Math]“”""”” colon. A is a low
magnification image of an area of colonic epithelium from a wild type mouse showing
both epithelial gaps (white arrows) and a goblet cell (black arrow). B is a low

magnification imageof an area of colonic epithelium from a Math paintestime mouse
showingepithelial gaps (white arrows) and an absence of goblet cells. C-E show the
epithelial gaps at a higher magnification at superficial, medium and deep planes of
focus respectively. Bar = 20um (Kiesslich ef al., 2007)

3.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopyof Epithelial Gaps and Goblet Cells
in Murine Small Intestine.

All of the above work used confocal microscopes to confirm the
presenceof epithelial gaps. To show that these gaps were not an artefact of
confocal microscopy both wild type and Math qaintestine

small intestine samples

were examined with a scanning electron microscope. Scanning electron
microscopyallows a sample’s surface morphology to be viewed and gapsto

be viewedin 3D. A total of 350 images from wild type and Math1“”""s"”* small
intestinal samples were viewed.
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Math1“"°s"® small intestinal villi lack goblet cells. This made the
identification of epithelial gaps easier. Gaps in the epithelium were observed
as a recess compared with adjacent cells and without any material protruding
beyond the surfaceofthe cells. See figure 3.9.
In the wild type samples epithelial gaps and goblet cells were observed
in the same image. Gobletcells differed from the gap architecture as globular
material was present protruding from the cell into the lumen. See figure 3.10
Epithelial gaps were generally found near the villus tip though

occasionally they were seen onthe villus shaft and shedding cells were very
occasionally seen too .See figure 3.11.
Another possible explanation for the clefts seen on the scanning

electron micrographs from both the wild type and Math qhintestine small intestinal
samples could have beenthat these clefts were intestinal villous M-cells. Mcells are part of the intestinal immune system. M-cells are involved with
immune sensing of gut luminal antigens. Previously it has been reported by

Jang et.a/ .that M-cells appear as “a depressed surface with short and
irregular microvilli” on the scanning electron micrograph (Jang et al., 2004). In
this study gapsin the epithelium were observed on scanning electron

micrographs as a recess compared with adjacent cells and do not have a
microvilli cover indicating that they were not M-cells.
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Figure 3.9: Scanning electron microscopy of epithelial Gaps in Math

[intestine

small

intestine. Epithelial gaps are marked by the white arrows. B is the gap indicated in A
at higher magnification. D is the gap in C at higher magnification. Scale bars: A =
150um, B = 30 um, C = 90 um, D = 30 um (Kiesslich et al., 2007).
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Figure 3.10: A scanning electron microscopy photographofan epithelial gap and a

goblet cell on the samevillus in wild type murine small intestine. The epithelial gap
is marked by the white arrow and the goblet cell is marked by the black arrow. Note

that the goblet cell has material protruding from it while the gap is an empty void.B is
the area in A at a higher magnification. Scale bar on A = 130 um, B= 20 um
(Kiesslich ef al., 2007).
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Figure 3.11: A scanning electron microscopy photograph of an epithelial gap and a
sheddingcell on the shaft of a villus in murine small intestine. The epithelial gap is
marked by the white arrows with a black outline and the shedding cell is marked by
the thicker white arrow.B is the area in A at a higher magnification. Scale bar on A =
200 um, B= 30 um (Kiesslich ef al., 2007).

3.2.4 The Frequency and Distribution of Epithelial Gaps in mice and
humans

Epithelial gap counting could theoretically be quantified in a numberof
different ways. Epithelial gap counting could be quantified as the number of
gapsper villus. This is not possible because neither the Pentax confocal
endomicroscope nor the Optiscan five (1) probe can visualise a single villus in

a single image. Epithelial gap counting could also be quantified as the number
of gaps per surface area for example per mm. This parameter would not have
been reliable because during the short time period when a Z-stack was
photographedthe field of view moved from one image to the next in the Zstack due to peristalsis, respiration or heartbeat. Taking the aboveinto
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accountepithelial gap counting was best quantified as the number of epithelial
gaps per Z-stack of images.

Analysis of the mouse data showed that there was nodifference in the
frequencyof Z-stacks containing epithelial gaps observedin the small

intestine of Math14"@st”"® (73%: 95% confidenceinterval [Cl], 50-90%; n=6)
compared with the wild type mice (58%; 95% Cl, 46-69%; n=13; P=.413:;y7)
The frequency of epithelial gaps within an individual Z-stack was the samein

the Math1“"*""? and wild type mice (medianof 3 [interquartile range 1-5] vs 2
[interquartile range 1-3]; P=.066; Mann-Whitneytest).
A total of 189 Z-stacks containing between 3 and 38 imagesfrom the
terminal ileum (n=7) and rectum (n=17) in humans were analysed. Epithelial
gaps appear to cluster, a proportion of Z-stacks contained no gaps (ileum

62% [Cl, 47-76%], n=7 patients; rectum, 74% [95% Cl 66-81%], n=17
patients). In the terminal ileum the frequencyof epithelial gaps in a Z-stack
ranged from 0 to 22 (median, 2), in the rectum the frequency ranged from 0 to
16 (median, 7).
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3.3 Discussion

Confocal endomicroscopyis a new and rapidly developing technology
which presents an unfamiliar view of the morphology of the intestine at the
cellular level. It was therefore importantto identify and characterise the
appearanceofthe intestinal epithelium when stained with acriflavine. We
have shownthat acriflavine which is extensively used in Germany and

licensed for use in humansstains in a specific manner. Acriflavine rapidly
stains both the nucleus and cytoplasm of cells, while areas that lack a nucleus
and cytoplasm are devoid of any staining. Areas that were devoid of
acriflavine staining were frequently seen uponanalysis of the confocal
images. There were various explanations for these unstained areas. Firstly
the area could be debris, which often collects on the end of the confocal
endomicroscope during examination. This debris also appears on images as
of no reflectance (black). During analysis debris can easily be identified and
eliminated becauseit stays at the same point on the image when thefield of
view is moved. Thefield of view often moves as the image plane changes due
to peristalsis, breathing and vascular pulse.
Another possibility for the unstained areasis that they are gobletcells,

which can bepositively identified when viewed from the side or en face by
confocal endomicroscopy in both mice and humans. It was shownthat goblet
mucinsare not stained by acriflavine, but when viewed from the side a goblet
cell has a characteristic flask like shape of the mucin theca and a nucleusat
the basal pole of the cell. When goblet cells were viewed from the surface,
that is en face, they possessed a characteristic target like appearance when
the plane of focus wasat the luminal surface. The target appearance resulted
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from the lack of staining in the mucin granules and surrounding cytoplasm
being included in the 7 um planeoffocus.
Thefinal possibility for the unstained areasis that they are
discontinuities in the intestinal epithelium termed epithelial gaps. Gaps were
identified in both mice and humans. Epithelial gaps and gobletcells
characteristically both have a lack of acriflavine staining. Goblet cells differ
from epithelial gaps by having a nucleusclearly present unlike epithelial gaps

where no nucleusis present. Math1“"°S"® mice lack goblet cells and when
viewed with the Optiscan five(1) confocal probe and stained with acriflavine
were foundalso to exhibit epithelial gaps that had the same appearanceasin
humans.

The surface morphology of small intestine from both wild type and

Math 14st? mice was compared using a scanning electron microscope. This
confirmed the results of the study by Potten and Allen, whoreported that
murine small intestinal epithelial lining contained what looked liked holes
(Potten and Allen, 1977). These holes or rather these epithelial discontinuities

(epithelial gaps) were also found in the small intestine from Math1“”"°s"”°
mice. The scanning electron microscope data also showedthat gaps were not

just an artefact of confocal microscopy. A closer look at the scanning electron
micrographs also showedthat the gaps do not have a surface of microvilli
which has been reported to be present on intestinal villous M-cells. M-cells
when viewed using scanning electron microscopy appear to beclefts in the

villus but not as deep as gaps and the surface is covered in microvilli and
looks like shagpile carpet on the scanning electron micrograph. M-cells are
part of the intestinal immune system (Jang eta/., 2004).
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To further strengthen the finding that epithelial gaps are presentin
human intestinal mucosa it would have beenideal to have prepared samples

of non-diseasedtissue for SEM from human patients that had undergone a
hemicolectomy. However dueto time andethical constraints this was not
possible for this study.
To take the discovery that epithelial gaps are present in humans
further, it would also beof interest to study the effect of disease phenotypes
versus normal healthy mucosa. This would allow us to see if there were any
differences in the shapeorsize or frequencyof epithelial gaps in disease
pathologies such as Crohn's diseaseorulcerative colitis.
As was demonstrated by Watson etal. (2005) epithelial gaps arefilled

with a yet to be identified substance and at the site of an epithelial gap barrier
function is maintained. Future work should concentrate on the identification of
this plugging substance. Asofyet it appears not to be cellular material and
Bullen et a/. (2006) found that using immunohistochemistry for the tight
junction protein ZO -1, there was no evidence that this was the plugging
substance. However it is possible that other junctional proteins may be make
up the plugging substance because wehypothesisethat as a cell is shed and

a gap created and sealed the junctions between cells must be broken
disassembled and reassembled. A possible method to study this would be to
use transgenic knock out mice that have different junctional proteins deleted
from their intestines and then use time lapse in vivo confocal microscopy to

study cell shedding and see if barrier function is still maintained at the
epithelial gap site.
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Recent work by Penetcostet a/. (2006) showed that in MDCK
monolayersat sites of cell extrusion invasion of Listeria monocytogenes
occurred. Listeria monocytogenes causes disease by crossing the intestinal
epithelial barrier and one school of thought concerning IBD is that bacteria
maybein involved. It would therefore be of interest to see if epithelial gaps
are sites for bacterial entry into the body. This could be studied again using a
mousethat has undergone a laparotomy and whoseintestine has been
opened up and viewed using in vivo confocal time lapse microscopy and who
has had fluorescently labelled bacteria applied to the epithelium and areas of
cell shedding could be observed to see if bacterial entry occurred. This may
give some clue to the possible causesof IBD.
In conclusion evidencefor the presence of epithelial gaps in human

small intestine and rectum has been found. It has been shownthat in both
mice and humans, epithelial gaps have a distinct confocal appearance(lack a
nucleus) which strongly suggests a cell is missing. Scanning electron

microscopy data has also shownthe presenceof epithelial gaps in mice. This
showsthat epithelial gaps are not just an artefact of confocal microscopy.
Previous work has shownthat using conventional multi - photon microscopy
the gapsarefilled with an unknown substance (Watson et a/., 2005). We

proposethat epithelial gaps are part of the human intestinal barrier, and could
therefore have implications with regard to intestinal barrier dysfunction in
disease pathologies (Turner, 2008).
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Chapter 4
The Effect of TNF-a on

Cell Shedding in the
Murine Intestine

4.The Effect of TNF-a on Cell Shedding in the MurineIntestine
4.1 Introduction

One important function of the epithelium that lines the gastrointestinal
tract is that it maintains a barrier between the gut lumen and the surrounding
tissue. Barrier function refers to the selective restriction of substances
crossing from the lumen of the gut into the body. Between adjacentepithelial
cells, tight junctions are present and seal the space between thesecells.
Tight junctions must be sealed to form an intact epithelial barrier (Clayburgh
et al., 2004). Tight junction permeability is the rate limiting step in overall
epithelial permeability in intact epithelium in the gastrointestinal tract (Weber
and Turner, 2007). Barrier function is a fundamental phenomenonin the dayto-day physiology of the gut and when this barrier is disturbed diseases can
result. For example patients with Crohn’s disease, and in some cases
healthy relatives including spouses, exhibit an increased permeability across
the intestinal barrier (Turner, 2006; Clayburgh ef al., 2004; Wangetal.,

2005).
Tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a) is a proinflammatory cytokine

whichis at a raised concentration in the intestinal mucosa in Crohn’s disease
patients (Gibson, 2004). Treatment with antibodies to TNF-a, for example
Infliximab, results in a rapid decreasein inflammation and healing in
patients. If therapy is continued, remission is often seen (Gibson, 2004;
Suenaert et a/., 2002; Turner, 2006). This would indicate that TNF-a is

involved in barrier dysfunction.
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TNF-a has also been shownin vitro and in vivo to effect intestinal
permeability. /n vitro, Ma et al.(2005) showed that TNF-a caused an increase
in the permeability of tight junctions via an increase in MLCK expression. Ye
et al. (2006) showedthatin filter grown caco-2 monolayers, TNF-a induced
an increasein tight junctional intestinal permeability and that MLCK
mediated the openingofthe intestinal tight junctional barrier. MLCK causes
the opening of tight junctions and thus the increase in paracellular
permeability by phosphorylating the serine 19 of the myosin light chain 2
(MLC2). MLC2is oneof4 light chains that together form myosin II. The
phosphorylation of the serine 19 leads to the contraction of the actin myosin
ring which is located just below the adherensjunctions (Gonzalez-Mariscal

et al., 2008).
In vivo studies where mice have beengiven an injection of TNF-a
resulted in a dose dependent response whichresultsin villus atrophy and

crypt hyperplasia, with villus blunting reaching a maximum 120 minutes after
the administration of TNF-a (Garside et a/., 1993). An interesting study by
Piguetet al. (1998) showedthat the villus atrophy that is seen as a result of

injected recombinant mouse TNF-a wasdueto the detachmentof
enterocytes into the lumen and that when these enterocytes were collected

they were all apoptotic. This raises a question: could a single injection of
TNF-a causean increasein cell shedding and thus an increase of gap
formation? It should be noted that appearanceof epithelial gaps in mice is a
relatively rare event so a method of induction would make the study of them
much easier.
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The aim of this area of work within the PhD wasto determine whether
TNF-a wasable to induce and increase cell shedding and thus increase the
frequency of gaps seen in murine small intestinal epithelium.

4.2 Results

Someof the work reported in this chapter has been published by
Kiesslich et al. (2007), incorporating much of my work. See Appendix 2.
4.2.1 Rigid Probe Confocal Imaging of Murine Small Intestine Treated
with TNF-a
C57BL/6 mice were given an IP injection of TNF-a (0.16 or 0.33yg/g)
and left for 2 hours. The mice were then anaesthetised, a laparotomy
preformed and the small intestinal mucosa was imaged with the handheld
Optiscan five(1) confocal probe as described in Materials and Methods.
The IP injection of TNF-a appeared to be causing a massive shedding
event at the tip of the villi even at the lower dose (0.16uUg/g) (see figure 4.1).
In fact when mice were given the higher dose (0.33g/g) it was impossible

on occasionto viewthetips of the villi due to build up of shed cells in the
lumen that thus accumulated on the end of the confocal probe (see figure
4.2B). In mice that were not given the TNF-a the villi had a clean crisp

outline, indicating that very few shedding events were taking place (see
figures 4.3 and 4.4). This was in complete contrast to the treated mice
whosevilli appeared “fluffy” at the edges due to the shedding cells (see
figures 4.2 and 4.4). It was clear that this required further investigation.
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Low dose TNF - a (0.16uq/g) for 2 hours

Figure 4.1: Areas of small intestinal epithelium from C57BL/6 mice that were given

0.16ug/g TNF-a and viewed 2 hourslater. After the administration of TNF-a, villi
appear to have slightly fluffy appearanceas the cells are shedding. Bar =50um.
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High dose TNF - a (0.33uq/q) for 2 hours

Figure 4.2: A to D are areas of small intestinal epithelium from C57BL/6 mice,that
were given 0.33ug/g TNF-a and viewed 2 hourslater. The tips of the villi have a
fluffy appearanceasthe cells are shedding. Notice in B that the shedding has been so
severe that villus atrophy can be observed. Bar =50um.
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No treatment

Figure 4.3: Areas of small intestinal epithelium from C57BL/6 mice that were not
given TNF-a. The villi have a normal appearance with nice clean edges. Bar =50um.
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Figure 4.4: A and B are high magnification views to contrast the appearance oftreated (A)
and untreated villi (B). A, villi from a C57BL6 mouse given 0.33ug/g TNF-a and viewed 2
hourslater. Thetips of the villi have a fluffy appearanceasthe cells are shedding.B,villi
from a C57BL/6 mouse that has had no TNF-a. The villi have a normal appearance with nice
clean edges. Bar = 50 um.
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4.2.2 Time Course Multiphoton Microscopy of Mice given TNF-a and the
Effect on Cell Shedding
As before, mice were anaesthetised and a laparotomy performed, and
an IP injection of TNF-a (0.16 or 0.33yg/g; n=4 for each group) given after
the laparotomy. The mucosa was then observed by confocal microscopyfor
up to 3 hours, see Materials and Methods.
TNF-a causeda significant increase in cell shedding and gap formation
(see figures 4.5 and 4.6). Cells were shed in sheets of up to 18 cells (see
figure 4.5) and individually (see figures 4.5B and 4.6A).The tissue was
perfused with Lucifer yellow. Lucifer yellowis a lipid impermeable dye and
can be used as a measure of barrier function. The majority of TNF-a induced
gaps were impermeable to the yellow and thus barrier function at these gaps
was maintained. However in about 20% of shedding events induced by TNFa, where a defined numberof cells had beenlost, Lucifer yellow did
penetrate into the epithelium thus barrier function was to some extentlost. In
conclusion, in the majority of cases of cell shedding events barrier function is
maintained but in a few casesit is lost.
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Figure 4.5: The effect of TNF-a on cell shedding in murine small intestine. A TNFa or saline control (n=8) was administered by an IP injection (0.16 or 0.33 ug/g
mouse wt ; n=4 for each group) The mucosa was imaged using confocal and 2photon microscopyat 4 planes 0, 10, 20 and 30um from the villus tip at 5 minute
intervals. The number of shedding events that took place up to 150 minutesafter the
TNF-a administration was counted. Data are given as mean +/-SE. [SE standard
error] (*P<.04, **P<.007 vs control, t-test) B showsa single cell (white arrow) being
shed at 17 mins after an injection of the low dose TNF-a (0.16ug/g). C In the same
mouseas shownin B but 68 minutes later a large shedding eventis taking place
(within the red ellipse). D Epithelial gaps from a mouse 19 minutesafter the higher
dose of TNF-a (0.33ug/g) had been administered. The gaps marked with the white
arrows have maintained barrier function andthere is no inlet of Lucifer yellow. Gaps
marked with the white arrow heads have allowed an inlet of Lucifer yellow andlost
local barrier function and can be seen enlarged in E. Bar = 20um (Kiesslichet al.,

2007).
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Figure 4.6: A and B show single cell shedding event (white arrow) between 1116 minutes after the higher dose of TNF-a (0.33ug/g) had been administered. Bar =
50 um. C — E shows a mass of shedding taking place at 3 time points (25, 41 and 94
minutes respectively) after the higher dose of TNF-a (0.33ug/g) had been
administered. The injection of TNF —a results in villus atrophy. Bar = 50 um.
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4.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy of TNF-a Treated Murine Small
Intestine

All of the above work used various different modalities of confocal
microscopy so SEM wasused to look at the morphologyofthevilli of the
small intestine. Mice were given an IP injection of TNF-a and left for 2 hours
before they were sacrificed and the tissue prepared as detailed in Materials
and Methods.

Thereis a stark difference in the morphology ofthe villi between the
untreated (see figure 4.7) and treated groups(see figure 4.8). Shown at
higher magnification in figure 4.9, the TNF-a treated villus has a less smooth
appearancethen the untreated villus and there are many more shedding
cells present. This wastruefor all of the villi examined from the 4 mice that
had been treated with TNF-a. The SEM preparations confirmed what had
been seen with conventional confocal microscopy and the handheld confocal
probe.
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No treatment

Figure 4.7: SEM imagesofvilli from wild type mice. A- E showvilli from control
mice (No TNF-a), note the villi all appear much more smooth and uniform in
appearance with fewercell shedding taking place. Bar on A = 50 um. Bar on B = 30
um. Bar on C =20 um. Bar on D =90 um. Bar on E =65 um.
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TNE-a treated (0.16uq/q)

Figure 4.8: SEM imagesofvilli from wild type mice. A —E show villi from mice
treated with a lower dose of TNF-a (0.16ug/g). All images show anincrease in
shedding cell (white arrow). C is the villus tip marked on B butat higher
magnification. Bar on C = 15 um,bar on B = 60 um. E is the villus tip marked on D
at higher magnification. Bar on E = 10 um, bar on D = 60 um. Bar on A = 30um. In
B, C, D the C57BL/6 mice are clearly infected with the Nematode threadworm,

Capilaria.
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Figure 4.9: SEM imagesofvilli from wild type mice. A and B are enlarged to show
the comparison of TNF-a treated murine small intestine tissue with tissue that has
had no treatment. A is a villus that is from a lower dose TNF-a treated mouse
(0.16ug/g). When compared to the control in B there is an increased number of
shedding cells (white arrows) and the villus looks less smooth. This may be due to
cells having already been shed. Bar = 20um. B is a villus from a control mouse (No
TNF-a). The villus has a much more uniform and smooth appearance then the TNFa treated villus. Scale bar = 50um. In image A the C57BL/6 miceare clearly
infected with the Nematode threadworm, Capilaria.

4.3 Discussion

Within the literature, it is well documented that TNF-a increases

paracellular permeability across the intestinal barrier (Marano etal., 1998;
Mullin et a/., 1992). TNF-a is a proinflammatory cytokine that is known to be

involved in the pathology of IBD (Turner, 2006; Clayburgh et a/., 2004).
This study showsthat a single IP injection of TNF-a into mice is able to
substantially increase cell shedding events and gap formation. The TNF-a

caused an increase in the number of gaps that exhibited loss of complete
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barrier function. In this study 20% of gaps exhibit local barrier function
breakdownand this was seenin all cases as the inclusion of Lucifer yellow
beyondthe apical boundary of the epithelium. This finding suggests that due
to the large scale of shedding events that takes place in the presence of
TNF-a, the epithelium is unable to seal and maintain barrier function as has
been shownin previous work (Watson efal., 2005). This finding may be of
importancein understanding the mechanismsof disease pathology seenin
IBD and in particular Crohn’s disease wherelevels of TNF-a are knownto be
raised.

TNF-a induced apoptosis has long been implicated in being a
contributor to the leaky and impaired epithelial barrier function seen in the
pathology of IBD. It would therefore be ofinterest for future work to

concentrate on what happens when miceare challenged with TNF-a but
apoptosis is blocked and seeif cell shedding still occurs. There are two
possible approachesto this work, the first is to use time lapse confocal
microscopy and transgenic mice in which the cell surface receptors for TNFa (TNF-receptor -1 and TNF-receptor -2) have been deleted and to
challenge them with TNF-a and see whether there wasstill an increasein

cell shedding andif that is the case observe the amountof cell shedding
events taking place. A second approach would be to chemically block

apoptosis using an anti- apoptotic drug and then challenge the mousewith
TNF-a and again observe the presence or absencein termsof cell shedding
events.

Anotherfocus for future work concerning TNF-a and cell shedding
would be to look at the tight junctions between epithelial cells and between
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cells that neighbour a shedding cell. It is well documentedin theliterature
that TNF-a alters tight junctional structure, for example in freeze-thaw EM
preparationsthis alteration is seen as a decrease in the numberof protein
strands (Schmitz et al., 1999). The expression oftight junctional proteins
such as occludin is also reported which correlates with the breakdownin
barrier function (Mankertz et a/., 2000). Possible methods for this work may
be to use transgenic mice in whichdifferent tight junctional proteins have
been ablated and then using time lapse in vivo confocal microscopy view the
epithelium that has been challenged with TNF-a and lookto seeif
differencesin intestinal permeability are seen using the permeability marker
Lucifer yellow.
As mentioned abovein the legendsoffigures 4.8 and 4.9 the C57BL/6
mice that were used for the SEM preparations were infected with the
Nematode threadworm, Capilaria. This type of worm is typical of wild mice
(Mus musculus) and voles but can infect laboratory strains as seen here. It is
often found on mousefarms. The front of the worms is buried in the mucosa
and it is here that the worms feed on mucus and other secretions. The “back
ends” of the worms hangout into the lumen where they shed eggs. Due to
this infestation only preliminary studies using the SEM to image the villi could

be performed becausethe presenceof the worms made viewing the
morphologyofthe villi very difficult. In fact at times the worms were at such
high abundancethe viewofthe villi was obliterated. Despite this when the
surface of the villi can be seen SEM providesa 3D viewofvilli and gives a
better idea of how the shedding of cells effects the volume of the villus,
whichis unlike histology or confocal microscopy whichgive a 2D view of the
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villi. As with all experimental techniques SEM does have a weakness, this
being that the process of preparation of samples for SEM results in a
substantial amount of shrinkage of the sample. Nevertheless SEM still
provesa valid and useful method of investigation.
Caution should always be exercised when evaluating villus atrophy
using just histology because histology can give a false impression of the
volume ofa villus. Histology gives a 2D view ofa single plane of section
through a villus, and it may be that at a particular plane morecells are lost

than at a different plane. From my previous workit has been shownthat
epithelial gaps and thus cell shedding are not uniformly distributed through
the intestine (see chapter 3, section 3.2.4). It would be useful to use an
approachthat allows a 3D representation ofvilli, for example scanning
electron microscopy which would give a more comprehensive evaluation of
the effects of shedding on villus height. Had the mice used in the SEM
preparations not been infected with the Nematode threadworm, Capilaria
and the SEM itself that | was using not worn out it would have been an
interesting avenue of researchto look at the differencesin villus volume

between TNF-a treated mice and the non-treated controls which were due to
cell shedding.
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Chapter 5
Absence of AMPK
Activation Under

Shedding Cells in
Murine Small Intestine

5. Absence of AMPK Activation Under Shedding Cells in Murine
Small Intestine
5.1 Introduction

The molecular events in cell shedding are not known but presumably
the tight junction between epithelial cells must be disassembled during
shedding. AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK)is a serine/threonine
protein kinase which has been shownto regulate cell polarity and mitosis

under the control of LKB1 (Koh and Chung, 2007). Activation of LBK1 has
been shownto induce cell-autonomouspolarisation in human epithelial
cells. For example, polarised protein sorting within single intestinal
epithelial cells has been observed. Within 12 hours of LBK1 activation, the
actin cytoskeleton reorganises to form a brush borderonthe apical side of
LS174T cells and the apical and basolateral proteins moveto their correct
membrane domains(Baasefal., 2004). Zhang et al. (2006) showed that
AMPK wasactivated during calcium inducedtight junction assembly.
Zheng and Cantley (2007) showed that an increased amount of AMPK
was seen during calcium inducedtight junction assembly and cell
polarisation was dependenton the kinase activity of LKB1. Zheng and

Cantley also found that AMPK accelerates tight junction assembly;this
was seen asa faster and greater (in terms of amount) movement of ZO-1
(a major constituent of tight junctions) from the cytoplasm (where ZO-1
has movedto in depleted calcium conditions) to the cell periphery where

tight junctions form in responseto a calcium influx. AMPK, however,is
not necessary for the maintenanceofthe tight junctions betweencells.
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AMPK is a sensor of cellular energy status in eukaryotic cells (Zhang et
al., 2006; Zheng and Cantley, 2007). It is a heterodimer consisting of an a
catalytic subunit and 2 regulatory subunits (the B and y subunits). AMPK
is activated when a rise in the AMP:ATPratio within a cell has occurred.
This rise results in AMPK down-regulating ATP consuming processes
(anabolic pathways) such as protein synthesis and up-regulating ATP

generating processes(catabolic pathways) suchasfatty acid oxidation,
thus helping to maintain the energy homeostasis in the cell (Zheng and
Cantley, 2007; Koh and Chung, 2007).
The allosteric binding of AMP to the y-subunit makes AMPK a much
better substrate for upstream kinases to phosphorylate the AMPK a
subunit at Thr-172 (Carling, 2004; Hardie, 2004). The tumour suppressor
LKB1 has been identified as an upstream kinase of AMPK (Shawetal.,
2004). LKB1 is an important mediator of the effects of low energy on cell
viability. It protects cells from apoptosis in response to an increasein
intracellular AMP (Shaweta/., 2004).

All of the above is summarised belowin figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: A schematic diagram to show the control and function of AMPactivated protein kinase (AMPK). Based on Carling (2004)

This led to the developmentof a hypothesis that as a cell is shed from
the intestinal epithelium, tight junctions must be disassembled and
reassembled, so is AMPK activated under the sheddingcell? If the above
hypothesis is true it would be expected that AMPK would be up-regulated
in the cells surrounding the shedding cells because they want to form

tight junctions with their “new” neighbours.
The aim of this part of the PhD project was to determine if AMPK was
present in and under shedding cells of murine small intestine, that have

been treated with TNF-a to induce the shedding events.
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5.2 Results
5.21 Immunohistochemistry of TNF-a treated murine small intestine
C57BL/6 mice weregiven an IP injection of TNF-a (0.33g/g) and left
for 2 hours. The mice were then sacrificed and the small intestine
harvested and processedto paraffin and sections stained for AMPK as
detailed in the Materials and Methods, initially using the Caspase 3
method with the DAB detection system and then the immunofluorescent
method for AMPK asdetailed in the Materials and Methods.

Wheneither using the DAB detection system or immunofluorescence
for immunohistochemistry for AMPK all mice that were treated with TNF-a
and those that were notdid not stain positively for AMPK under shedding
cells although in all slides mitotic cells in the crypt did. The problem with
the DAB detection system of staining wasthat the cells that stained
positively for AMPK could not clearly be defined as mitotic (see figure
5.2), although it was strongly suspected that they were. To showthat the
cells that were staining positive for AMPK in the crypt were definitely
mitotic it was decided to use a double immunofluorescence approachthat
would allow the nucleusof the cells to be clearly identifiable as mitotic

using DAPI to stain the nuclei in more detail (see section 2.2.6). The
immunofluorescent method allowed the cells that were staining positive
for AMPK in the cryptto be identified as mitotic and also showedthat
there was no positive staining for AMPK under shedding cells (see figures

5.3 and 5.4). This showedthat technically the immunohistochemistry had
worked.
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Figure 5.2: Murine small intestine treated with TNF-a (0.33 g/g) for 2 hours,
DAB detection system used to detect AMPK (brown). A is the section at low
powerwhile B is the shedding cell (black arrow) at higher powerandit is not
positive for AMPK.C is a group of suspected mitotic cells in the crypt that is
positive for AMPK(brown spots). D and E are examples of small intestine from
different mice that have been treated with TNF-a (0.33ug/g) for 2 hours, DAB
detection system used to detect AMPK (brown). The red dashed arrowsindicate
suspected mitotic cells in the crypt that are positive for AMPK (brown spots),
while the black block arrowsindicate sheddingcells that are not positive for

AMPK.
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5.3 Discussion

In all the slides examined none stained positive for AMPK under

shedding cells but mitotic cells in the same section did stain positively.
This showsthat technically the immunohistochemistry was successful. It
is well documented that AMPK regulatescell polarity and mitotic functions
of LKB1 (Koh and Chung, 2007; Lee eta/., 2007).
Aswith all experiments there are limitations. With histological
approachesonly a very small amountof tissue from the total organ is
examined andthis always needsto be takeninto consideration. For
example on averagein the mouse the small intestine is about 30cm long
but the amount you see on a single section is 4um thick by 1cm diameter.
Histological specimensare also fixed which results in shrinkage of the
tissue, which may cause a misrepresentation of certain structures.
Despite these weaknessesstandard paraffin histologystill remains the
standard techniquefor investigating histological structure. The waxin
paraffin embeddedtissue supports and acts as a scaffold for the tissue.
This is the reason that tissue can be cut into sections and floated onto
slides. Without it the tissue would simply shred upon impact with the
microtome blade and thus be uselessfor study at the microscopiclevel.

In conclusion AMPK expression appears to be absent underandin
shedding cells as well as cells surrounding the shedding cells contrary to
what was expected from the hypothesis. To further strengthen my
conclusions had time constraints not been present it would have been
ideal to source and use another unrelated antibody for AMPK to seeif the
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same staining pattern was seen as with the antibody usedin this study.It
should be noted that the antibody used in this study was shownto stain
AMPK successfully because positive staining was seen for mitotic cells
that have been documentedin the literature to have AMPK activity within
them under the control of LKB1 (Koh and Chung, 2007). This showsthat
technically the immunohistochemistry in this study worked. If it had been
possible at the time of these experiments | would have used a confocal
microscopeto view the slides because this would have produced sharper
and clearer images than the standard fluorescence microscope that was
used to view the sections.

AMPK is an enzymeandin principle enzymes can be measuredin two
ways. First, the activity of an enzyme can be measured, for example the
rate of substrate uptake or the amountof product produced measured.
Second, the quantity of enzyme present can be measured and this can be
for example with immunohistochemistry. It could be that AMPK is present
in or under shedding cells but not at high enough amounts for
immunohistochemistry to detectit.
It may also be of interest to use either AMPK knock out mice or LKB1

knock out mice and then using time lapse in vivo confocal microscopy and
track the events occurring during cell shedding, to see if AMPK is required
during cell shedding and the healing sealing of the epithelial gap that is

left behind.
Other avenuesfor possible future work that maystill be of interest
based on the AMPK published work may beto look at the AMP: ATP ratio
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in the cells surrounding the shedding cells and / or in the shedding cell
itself, maybe using in vivo confocal microscopyto view cell shedding in a

mouse with a confocal fluorophore whosefluorescence properties change
in proportion to the amountof cellular ATP or ADP. Another possible

avenue for further work would be to use an immunohistological approach
to determine ZO-1 localization in the cells surrounding the shedding cells
and / or in the shedding cell itself.
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Chapter 6
Occurrenceof Actin

Rearrangement Under
Shedding Cells in
Murine Small Intestine

6. Occurrence of Actin Rearrangement Under Shedding Cells in Murine
Small Intestine
6.1 Introduction

As mentionedin the introduction, cells migrate up the cryptvillus axis
and are shed from thevillus tip after 3-5 days. This continual loss of cells
which can result from injury or cell-turn over would be disastrousfor the
epithelium and barrier function if it was not repaired quickly. It is therefore
not a surprise that mechanismsfor rapid epithelial repair have evolved. We
proposethat shedding of a cell that leaves a gap can be regarded as a small

wound. There are characterised mechanisms for the healing of both large
and small wounds in epithelial cell layers in cell lines.
Small wounds (less then 10 cells in diameter) within the epithelial
monolayercreated in human cell lines have been shownto heal in a two
phase processin which an actin ring construction takes place followed by

coordinated purse string contraction (Bementet a/., 1993; Russo etal.,

2005)
Within minutes of a wound having occurred, actin is observed to locate
to the wound edge. This continued accumulation results in the formation of a

ring or arc of actin encircling the wound. This is the first phase of wound
healing. Tension then builds up within the ring and this marks the second
phase of the wound healing. The ring contracts and this causes surrounding

cells to stretch and allow closure of the wound. It has been shownthatrhokinase (ROCK) and myosin light chain kinase (MLCK)act within this process
but carry outdifferent functions. It is hypothesised that rho is rapidly
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localised to the wound edge whereit activates ROCK. ROCK is responsible
for the polymerisation of actin that results in the formation of an actin ring.
MLCK activation and recruitment and the phosphorylation of MLC drive the
contraction of the actin ring wound closure (Russoefa/., 2005). This
mechanism of wound healing also appears to maintain the apical/basolateral

polarity in cells that border the wound (Bementeta/., 1993). Apoptosis is
essential for maintaining homeostasis in tissues. Rosenblatt et a/. (2001)
showedthat in both embryonic epithelia in vivo and MDCK cell monolayers,
when an apoptotic cell is extruded from the epithelium an actin/myosin ring is
involved. In MDCK monolayersa cell that is going to go through apoptosis
expresses a non-diffusable signal that causes the cells surrounding the
apoptotic cell to form an actin and myosin ring at the border between the
apoptotic and normal neighbouring cells. An actin ring also forms within the
apoptotic cell itself at this interface. Rho- mediates the contraction ofthis ring
within the neighbouring cells. It acts like a purse string and squeezes the

apoptotic cell out of the monolayer and simultaneously closes the gap left by
the cell (Rosenblatt et a/., 2001).
The above observations lead us to ask whether the rearrangementof

actin seen in the small intestinal epithelium is under or around a shedding
cell. The aim of this area of work was to determine, using
immunohistochemistry, if actin rearrangement was observed under or

around sheddingcells. Cell shedding was induced by TNF-a.
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6.2 Results

6.2.1: Fluorescence Microscopy of Actin Staining in TNF-a Treated and
Untreated Murine Small Intestine.

C57BL/6 mice weregiven an IP injection of TNF-a (0.33ug/g or
0.16yg/g) andleft for 2 hours. The mice were then sacrificed and the small
intestine harvested and madeinto cryo blocks and sections were double
stained for actin and with DAPI to show the nucleus of each cell as detailed
in the Materials and Methods. Slides were viewed using the Olympus

BX51fluorescence microscope.
Both the treated tissue and the control tissue (no TNF-a) showed
characteristic normal actin staining, which is intense on the apical surface
and less intense on the lateral border. Seeall figures in this chapter.
Under sheddingcells a different staining pattern was seen. An
increase in staining at the lateral border and base of the shedding cell was
seen, whichis unlike the normal staining pattern seen in cells that make up
the epithelial monolayer. This changein staining occurred in both treated

(figure 6.2 ) and untreated tissue (figure 6.3 ).
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(0.16ug/g). The actin
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actin staining is shown in green
Figure 6.3: Untreated murine small intestine. The
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6.3 Discussion

The immunohistochemical approach used for this work showedthat

cells that make up the epithelial monolayer of the small intestine have a
characteristic staining pattern. This is seen as intense staining on the apical
surface andless intense on the lateral border of each cell. However under
shedding cells the actin staining is seen to be very different, as an increase
in staining at the base of the shedding cell. This was seen in shedding cells
from both TNF-a treated tissue and control tissue that had not been dosed
with TNF-a. This suggests that actin rearrangementis taking place in
shedding cells during the shedding process. As previously discussed in the

introduction, within the Division of Gastroenterology at the University of
Liverpool, Professor Watson’s research group has proposed a mechanism
for gap healing. It has been shownthatas the cell is pushed out to create a
gap, simultaneously the gap fills with a yet to be identified impermeable
substance andtight junctions are found on the apical side of the
neighbouring cells rather then the basal side and that phosphorylated MLCK
waspresent in neighbouring cells (Bullen et a/., 2006; Watson eta/., 2005).
Taking the documented evidence of the involvement of an actin myosin ring
and a pursestring closure of a small cell wound and/ or the extrusion of an

apoptotic cell from a monolayerin culturedcell lines (see the introduction of
this chapter) into consideration, mechanism A on figure 6.4 was proposed. It

involves the construction of the actin ring followed by the pursestring
contraction of the actin ring that is driven by the phosphorylation of myosin.
The data presented here suggestthat the location of the actin ring and

sealing point between the neighbouring cells of the shedding cell is at the
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base not at the apical side of the cells, as shown in mechanism B onfigure
6.4. It should be noted that no firm conclusions can really be reachedfor the
mechanism of for gap healing, although my results in this chapter do support
mechanism rather than A.

Actin/Myosin

A

Purse-

g

Figure 6.4: Models for sealing of gap resulting from physiological cell shedding. As
the cell is pushed out to create a gap, simultaneously the gap fills with a yet to be
identified impermeable substance. Both mechanisms A and B are proposed and
involve the constriction of the actin ring followed by the purse string contraction of

the actin ring that is driven by the phosphorylation of myosin fibre. The difference
seen in mechanismsA andB is the location of the sealing point between the
neighbouring cells of the sheddingcell.

To try andclarify further which mechanism of gap sealing resulting
from physiological cell shedding is actually occurring further investigation is
required. /n vivo multiphoton microscopy could be utilised in anaesthetised

mice and cell shedding followedin real time in mice that have been given
TNF-a to induce cell shedding. The mice should be stained with the nuclear
dye Hoescht and also counter stained with a fluorophore specific for actin.
The mouse should then be imaged for a minimum of two hours with Z-stacks
taken every few minutes to see how actin rearrangement occursin real time
and withoutfixation artefact.
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Within the work | undertookfor this study as with all studies there are
alwayslimitations, in the case of this study of frozen sections. The sections

themselvesare fragile and so had to be cut at a greater thickness, in this
case 10um. This thicknessresults in images being blurred to a certain extent
when viewedusing a standard fluorescent microscope. Unfortunately at the
time of this study a confocal microscope wasnotavailable to view the slides.
This would have allowed sharper and clearer imagesof myslides to be
taken. As with all histology the slide only shows a snapshotin time to be
preserved and viewedunlike in vivo confocal microscopy whichallows a

sequenceof imagesto be viewed overa particular time course, which gives
more of an idea of the order and sequence of events taking place within the
shedding process.
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7. Reduction of Cell Shedding in TNF-a Challenged Murine Small
Intestine following Treatment with Z-VAD-fmk
7.1 Introduction
Apoptosis is “programmedcell death”. Apoptosis is fundamental for
maintaining cell number and tissue organisation. Anoikis is apoptosis thatis
induced by the detachmentofcell-matrix interactions. This has been
demonstrated in epithelial cell lines (Frisch and Francis, 1994).
In the small intestine cells migrate from the crypt up thevillus. At the
top of the villus these cells are shed. This posesan interesting question: do
epithelial cells first undergo apoptosis and are then shed ordoesthe act of
shedding induce apoptosis (anoikis). Bullen et a/. (2006) found that the vast
majority of cells that were being expelled from the monolayerbut were in the
very final stages of being shed were caspase 3 positive indicating that
apoptosis was taking place. This study came to nofirm conclusion relating to
the order of the shedding and apoptosis events. It is clear that apoptosis and
cell shedding do occur together
Watson et al. (2005) showedthat in anaesthetised mice when a cell
was aboutto be shedit did not exhibit condensed chromatin, using nuclear

DNAfluorescence as a mode to visualise this. Cells in the later stages of
apoptosis are classically observed, when looking down a microscope,to
have condensed chromatin. In contrast cells that had been shed did exhibit
increased nuclear DNAfluorescence. This observation suggests that the
later stages of apoptosis take place after the cell shedding event. Caspase
activation is a much earlier event in the process of apoptosis. /n vivo time
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lapse observations of cell shedding events in murine small intestine showed
that in 10/12 cases active caspase 3 wasnot presentin cells prior to

shedding but in 2/12 active caspase 3 was present. These data would
suggest thatif apoptosis is the signal for cell shedding, then apoptosis is in
the very early stagesprior to the cell being shed. Watson et a/. hypothesize
that cell shedding is the result of loosened connections between
neighbouring cells and the basement membranewhich results in the cell's
expulsion from the epithelial monolayer and the gap thatis left is filled with a
yet to be identified impermeable material which maintains the barrier function

of the epithelial lining of the intestine (Watson etal., 2005).
It is clear that no firm conclusion can be reachedasto the orderin
which apoptosis and cell shedding events occur. It is therefore likely that
these two events occur within seconds of each other.

Piguet et a/. (1998) carried out an interesting study which showedthat

in mice that were given TNF-a, apoptosis was induced and the enterocytes
were detached from thevillus tip, which overall resulted in villus atrophy. The
study also wenton to showthat mice treated with the caspaseinhibitor ZVAD-fmk (300ug) exhibited a decrease in the detachment of enterocytes and
apoptosis. The caspaseinhibitor Z-VAD-fmk inhibits caspase activity in a cell
by irreversible binding to the catalytic site present in all caspases via an

aspartic acid residue which mimics the cleavage site. The fluoromethyl
ketone (fmk) group on the drug forms a covalent inhibitor- enzyme complex
(Thornberry et al., 1994; Vermeulen et a/., 2005).
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The study Piguet et a/. (1998) carried out suggested that caspase

activation wasthe cause of enterocyte detachmentand the resulting villus
atrophy observed and hypothesised “that apoptosis was the cause and not

the consequenceof enterocyte detachment”(Piguet et a/., 1998). Taking all
of the aboveinto accountit is not clear what role apoptosis plays in cell
shedding from the villus. It was decided that the experimental conditions that
Piguet et .a/. used would be recreated and tissue would be analysed to
determine whether blocking caspase activation (using Z-VAD-fmk) stopped
cell shedding. This would indicate whether apoptosis drives cell shedding
from the villus.
7.2 Results

Mice were anaesthetised with Ketamine (2mg i/p for a 30g mouse) and
Medatomodine (0.02mg i/p for a 30g mouse). A laparotomy was performed
and mice were given either TNF-a or the equivalent volume of the control
solvent 0.1% BSA. Directly after this, mice were given 100ug Z-VAD-FMK
i/p or the control solvent 1% DMSO. The mice received 2 further doses of

the Z-VAD-FMK or 1% DMSOat 20 minute intervals. Mice were then left for
a further 50 minutes and then the mice were sacrificed by cervical
dislocation (in accordance with Project licence 40/2833). The small intestine

washarvested as detailed in section 2.2.3 and a Swissroll preparation used
to display the tissue. Sections were then cut and stained for caspase 3.
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Each slide was then scored using the following criteria:
1) Numberof wholevilli (cross section through the whole of the crypt/villus
longitudinal axis) (see figure 7.1).
2) Numberof shedding cells from the whole villi (see figures 7.1 and 7.2).
3) Numberof caspase 3 positive cells shedding or in the wholevilli (see
figure 7.3).

%

Figure 7.1: Murine smallintestine treated with TNF-a (0.33 ug/g) and Z-VAD-fmk
(300g) stained for caspase 3 (brown). The central villus is a whole villus (cross
section through the whole ofthe crypt/villus longitudinal axis). The red arrow
indicates a shedding event taking place which inthis case is positive for caspase3.
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Figure 7.2: Murine small intestine treated with TNF-a (0.33g/g) and the control
solvent for Z-VAD-fmk stained for caspase 3 (brown). The red arrowsindicate
shedding events. Shedding events A and B are positive for caspase 3, seen as brown
cells shedding from the top of the 2 of the 3 villi shown. Shedding eventC is not
positive for caspase 3.
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Figure 7.3: Murine smallintestine treated with TNF-a (0.33 g/g) and Z-VAD-fmk
300g) stained for caspase 3 (brown). The red arrow indicates a shedding eventthat
is not positive for caspase 3. The blue arrow indicatesa cell that is positive for
caspase 3 within the villus shaft.
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Statistical analysis of the results from the counting wascarried out
using a 2 factor analysis of variance (ANOVA). The data werefirst tested for
normality using a Kholmogorov-Smirnovtest. The results of the anova test
showedthat at the ps0.05 significance level the treatment of TNF- a on mice
significantly increased the number of shedding events (p=0.007), whichis in
agreementwith the data shownin chapter 4. The results of the test also
showedthat at the ps0.05 significance level the treatment of Z-VAD-fmk on
TNF- a treated mice reduced the number of shedding cells pervillus
compared with the control group which received TNF-a and the control
solvent for the Z-VAD-fmk (p=0.05). (See histogram A onfigure 7.4). The
treatment of Z-VAD-fmk on TNF- a treated mice did not significantly reduce
the number of caspase 3 positive cells per villus compared with the control
group which received TNF- a and the control solvent for the Z-VAD-fmk. The
p value for this part of the test was p=0.07 which although notsignificant
strongly suggests that in the combined treatment TNF- a and Z-VAD-fmk do
interact and thatit is the Z-VAD which is reducing the numberof caspase 3
positive cells seen (See histogram B on figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.4: Histogram A shows the mean numberof sheddingcells per villus for all
experimental groups. Thereisa statistically significant reduction in the number of

shedding cells in TNF-a treated mice that were treated with Z-VAD-fmk.
Histogram B showsthe numberof caspase 3 positive cells per villus for all
experimental groups. Thereis nostatistically significant reduction in the number of
sheddingcells in TNF-a treated mice that were treated with Z-VAD-fmk. Each
group consisted of 6 mice.
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7.3 Discussion

The role of apoptosis in relation to cell shedding and thus gap
formation is unclear. The results of this study, although notstatistically
significant at the 95% level, strongly suggest that the Z-VADdid inhibit
caspase 3 induction. The results of this study also show that the Z-VAD-fmk
did significantly inhibit the amountof cell shedding seen pervillus. This
suggestion ofinhibition of caspase 3 implies that technically the experiment
worked. These results suggestthe possibility that apoptosis and cell
shedding are related but there still may be some otherunidentified signal,
whichis not part of the apoptotic pathway,that triggers cell shedding.
Bruewer etal. (2003) investigated the effects of the co-incubation of
cytokines INF-y and TNF-a on the epithelial barrier function of intestinal
epithelial cell line T84 with and without Z-VAD. Thefindings of this study
showedthat treatment with Z-VAD did not stop the increased paracellular
permeability induced by cytokine treatment and that the permeability that
resulted from the treatment was notdirectly related to caspase mediatedcell
death.

Anincreasein epithelial barrier permeability may be due to an increase

in the amountof cell shedding. In chapter 4 it was shownthat a single
injection of TNF-a was enough to substantially increase cell shedding and
gap formation. The TNF-a caused an increase in the numberof gapsthat
exhibited loss of complete barrier function. This finding suggests that due to
the large scale shedding events that take place in the presence of TNF-a,

the epithelium is unable to seal and maintain barrier function.
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The results presented above suggest that cell shedding and apoptosis
are possibly linked; it may be that the disruption of the tight junctions orcell
sealing can lead to apoptosis. This means that apoptosis is the
consequenceofcell “detachment”. If cells are shed as a normal
physiological process, it is desirable that those cells die in an organized,
regulated wayin order to prevent an inflammatory response which usually
occurs with necrosis (i.e., non-regulated cell death). However, in conclusion
my data support the idea that caspase activation is the signal for cell
detachment, butit could be that cell shedding is a signal for caspase
activation i.e. apoptosis as a protective mechanism for physiological cell
death.

It might be interesting in the future to repeat the experiment butto stain
for caspases that appear earlier in the apoptotic cascade such as caspases
8 and 9, to seeif activation of these caspases had or had not occurred

before shedding had taken place.
The results from my study are not in agreement with those of Piguet et
al. (1998) who found that their study suggested that caspase activation was
the cause of enterocyte detachment and the resulting villus atrophy

observed and hypothesised “that apoptosis was the cause and not the
consequenceof enterocyte detachment”. Theslight differencein statistical
significance for the results may be dueto different modes of measurement
used in each study. Upon analysis of my results for the number of caspase 3
positive cells seen my data were notsignificant at the ps0.05 level but had a
p value of p=0.07 (as mentioned above). It may be that my data suffer from a
type II error. A type II error is where a “false negative” result is found upon
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analysis. In this study it appears that Z-VAD-fmk does notsignificantly
reduce the numberof caspase3 cells seen in TNF-a challenged mice. To
overcome this possible type II error it would be desirable to increase each
sample size from 6 to 12. It should be noted that mice even of the same
strain may carry slight variations in their genes and thus one mouse may
differ in its susceptibility to a particular drug when compared to another
mouse of the same strain.

As with all studies where a single drug is used to show aneffect there
is a majorlimitation and this is that no drug is ever completely specific. It will
always have non-specific side effects. It could always be argued that the
effects seen in my study were non-specific. In the case of Z-VAD it should be
noted that in the literature it is recorded that not all caspasesare inhibited to
the same extent by the Z-VADitself (Vermeulen et al., 2005) so apoptosis is
never completely inhibited. Had time constraints not been present, to
overcomethis issue the experiment | did would have been repeated several
times but using several different drugs that were knownto inhibit apoptosis
in different ways. If this set of experiments had shown the same result as the
Z-VAD experiments this would help to show that the results observed in the

Z-VAD experiments were not just due to non-specific effects of the drug itself
and support my conclusions.
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Chapter 8
Discussion

8. Discussion

The discovery of gapsin the intestinal epithelium of mice invites
investigation into possible loss of barrier function. This could be of enormous
importancein view of the observation of loss of barrier function in the
pathology of IBD. Crohn’s disease and Ulcerative colitis are collectively
knownasInflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) and are chronic diseases. They
are incurable and estimated to affect one million Americans to date
(Clayburgh et al., 2004). A common observation in patients suffering from or
about to suffer a relapse of IBD is increased intestinal permeability which
leads to loss to some extent of intestinal barrier function.

It is important that the inside of the body and the external
environment are kept separate. Along the gastrointestinal tract the epithelial
lining plays a critical part in maintaining whatis referred to as barrier
function. Barrier function refers to the restriction of substances crossing from
the lumenof the gut into the body. Conventionally, the intestinal barrieris
thought to have two components. Thefirst is the epithelial cells and the
secondis the tight junction between eachepithelial cell. The latter is thought
of as the barrier itself.

Watson et a/. (2005) have shownthat a shedding cell

sometimes leaves a void or hole, termed an epithelial gap, in the lining of the
intestine of mice. These studies in mice led us to investigate whether
epithelial gaps were just a feature of the mouseor also occur in humans.

Past identification of epithelial gaps in humans has been questionable.
Results from our studies have shown, using the new Pentax confocal

endomicroscope, that in humans whoare healthy and do not exhibit any
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disease phenotype epithelial gaps are presentin both the terminal small
intestine and the rectum. Epithelial gaps appear to be part of the day to day
gut physiology. For thefirst time the epithelium of the intestinal tract can be
viewed at the cellular level without anyfixation artefact.
Although shedding cells sometimes leave holes termed
epithelial gaps in the intestinal epithelium (Watson eta/., 2005), the ability to
maintain barrier function at the site of these epithelial gaps does not appear

to be perturbed in normal circumstances. Watson eta/. (2005) have shown
with time lapse confocal microscopy that the cause of an epithelial gap is the
sheddingof a cell in mice. IBD is associated with inflammation of the
epithelium and increasedintestinal permeability. We wanted to knowif
inflammation caused an increasecell shedding and intestinal barrier
dysfunction. A likely candidate to induce inflammation is the proinflammatory
cytokine TNF-a which is documentedto be at a raised level in the intestinal
mucosain Crohn’s disease patients. We found that a single IP injection of
TNF-a into mice is able to substantially increase cell shedding events and
gap formation. The TNF-a caused an increase in the number of gapsthat
exhibited loss of complete barrier function. In this study 20% of gaps exhibit

local barrier function breakdownand this was seen in all cases as the
inclusion of Lucifer yellow beyond the apical boundary of the epithelium. This
finding suggests that due to the large scale of shedding events that takes
place in the presence of TNF-a, the epithelium is unable to seal and maintain

barrier function as has been shownin previous work (Watson eta/., 2005).
The next logical area of interest that arises from the ability to induce

cell shedding and thus epithelial gap formation is the events that are
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occurring under the shedding cell itself. Watson et a/.(unpublished work)
hypothesize that cell shedding is the result of loosened connections between
neighbouring cells and the basement membranewhichresults in the cell’s
expulsion from the epithelial monolayer and the gapthatis left is filled with a
yet to be identified impermeable material which maintains the barrier function
of the epithelial lining of the intestine. As mentioned above critical
componentofthe intestinal barrieris the tight junction. Watson et.a/. (2005)
showedthat at a site of cell shedding where a gapis left, local barrier
function is at least to some extent maintained. If the tight junctions are
responsible for barrier function then presumably the tight junction at the site
of a shedding event must be disassembled in some wayforthe cell to be
shed and reassembled between the new neighbouring cells in order for
barrier function to be maintained. Recent work by Zhengetal. (2007) found
that AMPK acceleratestight junction assembly. Therefore, we predict that
AMPK should increasein activity at sites of cell shedding wherecells are reassembling their tight junctions. However, our immunohistolocial study
showed that AMPK expression appears to be absent under and in shedding
cells as well as cells surrounding the shedding cells. This may be for a
variety of reasons. It could be that time point at which the sections of tissue

were gathered waseither before or after the activation of AMPK. It may that
the antigen for AMPK is masked at the shedding event andis not free to bind
to the antibody. It may also be that AMPK is not involved in the shedding
eventitself. Further work is required to reach a firm conclusion. Howeverthis
study indicates that AMPK is not present under sheddingcells.
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Another candidate protein that would likely be involved in the
events taking place under andin the cells surrounding the shedding cell was
actin. Actin has been shownto beinvolved in both the healing and sealing of
a small wound in epithelial monolayers (Russoet a/., 2005) and to be
involved in the expulsion and sealing of an apoptotic cell in epithelial
monolayers (Rosenblatt et a/., 2001). In both scenarios the actin forms an

arc andthe gap is closed with a purse string contraction. Our study showed
that in both TNF-a induced and normal shedding events, rearrangement of
actin was seen under the sheddingcell. In non-shedding cells that make up
the monolayer, actin is seen at the apical side of the cells. During the
shedding process, however, actin is seen to increase at the base andlateral
borders of the shedding cell. The data from this study suggest that the
location of the actin ring and sealing point between the neighbouringcells of
the shedding cell is at the base, and not at the apical side of the cells, as
was suggestedin the original mechanism for physiological gap sealing ( see
introduction section 1.8 and chapter 6). It should be noted that in order to
reach firm conclusions for the mechanism of gap healing, further workis
required.
Apoptosis is “programmedcell death”. Apoptosis is fundamental

for maintaining cell number and tissue organisation. A variety of studies have
been carried out to try and ascertain whether apoptosis plays a part in cell
shedding. Is apoptosis the signal for cell shedding or is it a consequence of

cell shedding? Cells that have been shed have been shownto be apoptotic
(Watson eta/., 2005; Piguet et a/., 1998) soit is likely that shedding and
apoptosis occur within seconds of each other. We used the caspaseinhibitor
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Z-VAD-fmk to inhibit apoptosis during cell shedding that was induced by
TNF-a and found that the amount of shedding was reduced although not
completely stopped. The results of my study suggest that cell shedding and
apoptosis are linked; it may bethat the disruption of the tight junctions or cell
sealing can lead to apoptosis. This means that apoptosis is the consequence
of cell “detachment”. If cells are shed as a normal physiological process, it is
desirable that those cells die in an organized, regulated way in order to
prevent an inflammatory response which usually occurs with necrosis (i.e.,
non-regulated cell death). It is an area that requires extensive future work.
In conclusion this PhD project hasutilised new technologies to
view the epithelial monolayer of the human gastrointestinal tract and has
shownthat epithelial gaps are not just present in mice but are also presentin
healthy humans. This has led to the development of the hypothesis that
disease occurs whenthese gapsdo not heal and seal properly. The work
carried out in mice using TNF-a to induce cell shedding and thus gap
formation did substantially increase cell shedding events and gap formation.
The TNF-a also caused an increase in the number of gapsthat exhibited
loss of complete barrier function. This finding suggests that due to the large
scale of shedding events that takes place in the presence of TNF-a, the

epithelium is unable to seal and maintain barrier function. This has particular
relevance to IBD where an increasein intestinal permeability and thus some

loss of barrier function are observed aspart of the disease.
Conventionally, the intestinal barrier is thought to have two
components. Thefirst is the epithelial cells and the secondis thetight
junction between eachepithelial cell. The later is thought of as the barrier
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itself. However, from this project,it is clear that the intestinal barrier must
now be thoughtof as having three components. Thefirst is the epithelial cell,
the secondis the tight junction between eachepithelial cell and the third is
the site of cell shedding where a gapis left and filled with an unidentified
substance.

From this | decided to focus on what was occurring during the
shedding event and chose two candidatesinvolvedin the junctional
complexes between adjacent epithelial cells, to look into in more detail. The
first was AMPK which has been shownto beactivated and accelerate tight
junction assembly but the data from this study suggest that AMPK is not
activated under a shedding cell. The second candidate was actin and we
have shownthat during the shedding of a cell from the epithelium actin
rearrangementis seen. The data from this study suggest that the location of
the actin ring and sealing point between the neighbouring cells of the
shedding cell is at the base not at the apical side of the cells, as was
previously suggested. Seefigure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Modelfor sealing of gap resulting from physiological cell shedding. As
the cell is pushedout to create a gap, simultaneously the gap fills with a yet to be
identified impermeable substance. The proposed mechanism involves the
construction ofthe actin ring followed by the pursestring contraction ofthe actin
ring that is driven by the phosphorylation of myosin fibres. The location of the

sealing point between the neighbouringcells is at the base of the cells.

Another area of investigation that was of interest concerning cell
shedding gap formation was: whatis “telling” a cell to shed? An obvious
candidatefor this is apoptosis. The results of this study suggestthat cell
shedding and apoptosis arelinked; it may be that the disruption of the tight
junctions or cell sealing can lead to apoptosis. This would mean that
apoptosis is the consequenceofcell “detachment”. Further work is needed

to answer the question as to which comesfirst, apoptosis or cell shedding.
The PhD projecthas further strengthened the knowledge of epithelial
gaps in both humans and mice. Weproposethat epithelial gaps are part of

the intestinal barrier, and could therefore have implications with regard to
intestinal barrier dysfunction in disease.
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Appendix 1
Formulations

Appendix 1: Formulations

Phosphate Buffered Saline
For 1 litre

8.0g

NaCl

0.2g

KCI

1 44g

NaH PO,

0.24g KH2PO,
Dissolve in 800ml dH20 and adjust to pH 7.4. Make up to onelitre.

Soérensen’s buffer

Prepares a buffer of pH7.4 and molarity of 0.15M
Sol A) KH2P04 2.04g/100ml
Sol B) Na2HPO4(2H20) 13.34g/500ml or Na2HPO4 10.65g/500ml
Add 95ml of Sol A to 405ml of Sol B

Other hydration states of Sol B can be used (eg 12H20 or NazHPOs) butin
order to compensate for the increased/decreased formula weight, the

relevant adjustment to gram weight must be madein order to maintain the
0.15M.
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Tris Buffered Saline

6.05g Tris base

8.5g NaCl
Dissolve in 800ml dH20 and adjust to pH 7.4. Make up to one litre. For TBStween add 2ml Tween-20 after the solution has been adjusted to pH7.4.
10mM Citric Acid Antigen Retrieval Buffer
2.949 CsHsNa307:2H20

Dissolve in 800ml dH20 and adjust to pH 6. Makeup to onelitre.

Neutral buffered formaldehyde
100ml 40% formaldehyde
900m! Distilled water
4g

Sodium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate

6.5g

Disodium hydrogen phosphate anhydrous

Bouin’s Fluid (Alternatively can be purchased made up from BIOS,

Europe)
75ml Saturated aqueouspicric acid solution
25ml 40% Formaldehyde
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5ml_

Glacial acetic acid

Reconsitution of TNF-a

A 10% stock solution of cell culture grade BSA (Sigma) is made in sterile
0.9% saline. Dilute the stock solution to 0.1% BSAin sterile 0.9% saline.
Allow the vial of TNF-a to reach room temperature and spin downbriefly.
Add 1ml of the 0.1% BSAto the vial and invert the tube several times. Allow
the tube to stand at room temperature for 5 minutes and then spin down
briefly. The TNF-a is ready for use. Whenstored at 4°Cit is stable for a
week if stored at -20°C is stable for several months.
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Background & Aims: Confocal endomicroscopy is

an emerging technology that poses the endoscopist
with challenges for identifying epithelial structures in
the humanintestine. We have shown previously that
the murine intestinal epithelium is punctuated by

gaps caused bycell shedding. The goals of this study
were to determine if confocal endomicroscopy could
resolve the presence of human epithelial gaps and

whether a proinflammatory cytokine could increase
cell shedding. Methods: Intestinal mucosa was imaged after staining with acriflavine. Confocal endo-

microscopy of 17 patients yielded 6277 images from
the human terminal ileum and rectum. Results were

validated by parallel studies of anesthetized mice
(wild-type and Math14!stine) using rigid confocal
probe microscopy, 2-photon/confocal microscopy,

and scanning electron microscopy. Results: Human
terminal ileal and rectal epithelium revealed unstained areas with the diameter of an individualepithelial cell, with 2 distinct morphologies. One had a
“target” appearance, shown by mousestudies to be
goblet cells. The other morphology had no nucleus
andwasobservedbyrigid confocal probe microscopy
and scanning electron microscopy in the villi of
Math14!™estine mice, which lack goblet cells. In the

mouse, tumor necrosis factor a (0.33 ug/g intraperitoneally) increases cell shedding by 27-fold and
caused loss of barrier function across 20% of result-

ant gaps. Conclusions: Confocal endomicroscopy
can distinguish between epithelial discontinuities

(gaps) and goblet cells in human intestine. Results
suggest that the sealing of epithelial gaps must be
considered as a componentof the intestinal barrier
and haspotential implications for intestinal barrier
dysfunction in humandisease.

newal in mice.!? The ability of the epithelium to act as a
barrier to undesirable luminal contents is challenged by
this frequent perturbation of the epithelial layer, but
mechanisms allowing maintenance of barrier function

during cell sheddingare largely unexplored.* Recent work

identified that the living mouse small intestinal epithelium is punctuated by discontinuities causedbycell shedding and potentially imperfect cell packing. However,
these spaces (gaps) sustain a barrier to luminal contents
byvirtue of being filled with an impermeable substance
whose identity remains unknown.‘ Gaps are likely to be
transient structures, and myosin light chain phosphorylation in the cells surrounding a shedding cell suggests
that a “purse string closure” mediated by actin contraction may close gaps over time and restore epithelial
continuity.S Similar mechanisms have previously been
shownto close breaches in cultured epithelial cell monolayers.6~?
Using fixed and sectioned human small intestine, it

has not been possible to show unequivocally epithelial
discontinuities in the intestinal epithelium of humans. In
sectioned tissues, villus epithelial cells can be observed in
the process of being shed, provided care is taken to
collect and fix the tissue gently.s However, even serial

sectioning is not suitable for the unambiguous identification of gaps, where a 3-dimensional structure having
the approximate volume of a single cell must be shown to
be devoid of a nucleus. Furthermore, demonstration of
epithelial gaps in fixed tissue may be confounded by
sectioning and fixation artifacts, as well as the potential
for gap contents to stain in a similar manner to cyto-

plasm. The physiologic relevance of observing gaps in
mice will remain uncertain until techniques are applied
Abbreviations usedin this paper: Cl, confidenceinterval; LY, Lucifer

pithelial cells lining the intestinal tract are replaced

every 3-S days, such that roughly onecell per minute
is lost from each villus as part of normal epithelial re-

Yellow; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
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that can unambiguously test for the presence of gaps in

humanintestinal tissue.

The recent development of confocal endomicroscopy

provides an opportunity to obtain a 3-dimensionalopti-

cal biopsy in vivo without physically disrupting epithelial
integrity.!° By incorporating a miniaturized laser scanner

with confocal imaging into a conventional endoscope,
confocal endomicroscopy can collect high-resolution images from living human intestinal epithelium without

fixation artifacts. Rapid labeling of tissues with fluorescent dyes during endoscopy has provided outstanding
images of epithelial cells from both the small and large
intestine.!! However, there is limited information available to assist endoscopists with the unequivocal identification of structures and features reported by the confocal endoscope. In this report, we have characterized the

epithelial structures stained by acriflavine and have discovered that humanintestinal epithelium is punctuated

by gaps similar to those we observed previously in the

mouse small intestine.4 To determinethe relevanceofcell
sheddingto intestinal pathology, we show that the proin-

flammatory cytokine tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a increases cell shedding in mice and can lead to breakdown
of the local intestinal barrier.

Materials and Methods
Patients
Patients undergoing colonoscopy for cancer
screening or investigation of abdominal pain were re-

cruited. Patients with knownactive inflammatory bowel

diseases, acute gastrointestinal bleeding, coagulopathy
(prothrombin time <50% of control; partial thromboplastin time >50 seconds), impaired renal function (creatinine level >1.2 mg/dL), pregnancy or breast-feeding,
inability to give informed consent, and knownallergy to
fluorescein or acriflavine were excluded. Patients with

inadequate bowel preparation or endoscopically visible

inflammatory or neoplastic changes were excluded from

further analysis. No differences were noted with age or
indication for colonoscopy. For this reason,all patients

were treated as a single group. Theidentified patients and
their primary care physicians were invited to participate
in the study, and informed consent was obtained. The
study was approved by the local ethical committee in
Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany (no. 837.321.03).
Total colonoscopies with ileal intubation were performed.A total of 17 patients were analyzed (median age,
43.5 years; range, 17-70 years; 9 male). The indications
for endoscopy were cancer surveillance (n = 11) and
investigation of abdominal pain (n = 6).
Mouse Strains

Mice with an intestine-specific mosaic deletion of

Math1 (Math14*") using the Cre/loxP system were generated as previously described.!2 C57BLB/6 mice were
used as controls.
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Confocal Endomicroscopy
Confocal laser endomicroscopy has been achieved
by the integration of a miniaturized confocal microscope

into the distal tip of a conventional video endoscope (EC
3830FK; Pentax, Tokyo, Japan), enabling confocal microscopy of the mucosal layer in addition to standard
video endoscopy.!° In brief, a solid-state laser delivers an
excitation wavelength of 488 nm. Confocal gray scale
images with a field of view of 475 X 475 wm can be

obtained by gently pressuring the confocal window onto
the surface mucosa. The optical slice thickness ofa single

image is 7 wm with a lateral resolution of 0.7 wm. The
range of the z-axis can be varied from the surface to 0-70
jum below thesurface layer of the intestine after topical
staining with acriflavine.
Confocal laser endomicroscopy was performed by a
single experienced endoscopist (R.K.). Standard methods
of conscious sedation (eg, midazolam hydrochloride, fentanyl citrate, and propofol) and cardiopulmonary monitoring were used during each procedure. Serial confocal
images were collected from the terminal ileum and rectum confirmed to be normal with standard video endos-

copy. The confocal laser endoscope was first introduced

into the terminal ileum, and images were obtained after
local application of 1.93 mmol/L acriflavine!> in 0.9%
saline via a spraying catheter (Olympus PW-1L, Hamburg, Germany). The endoscope was placed in a gentle
fashion randomly onto the mucosal surface. Once stable
images were obtained, a series of images in the en face
view were collected at that area from the surface up to

70-4m depths. Such a collection of images was called a

z-stack (optical biopsy). Subsequently, the distal 15 cm of
the colon (measured from the anal verge) was examined

in the same fashion. A spasmolytic agent, N-butyl-scopol-

amine (Buscopan; Boehringer, Ingelheim, Germany), was
used whenever necessary to reduce movementartifacts.
The frequency of epithelial gaps was quantified in digitally stored gray scale images. Images were accepted for
analysis if they were part of 3 or more image planes
within an image stack and of sufficient technical quality
to discern individual cells. Where required, images were
enlarged electronically with Abode Photoshop CS2 (San
Jose, CA).

Rigid Probe Confocal Imaging ofMouse
Small and Large Intestine

Mice were anesthetized using 300 wL Avertin intraperitoneally (1 g of 2,2,2-tribromoethanol per 1 mL
tertiary amyl alcohol [Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany],
2.5% in phosphate-buffered saline), and the intestine was
exteriorized and opened without interfering with gut
perfusion as previously described.4 The mucosa was exposed and pinned onto a cork board and washed with
saline. Acriflavine hydrochloride (3.85 mmol/L; Sigma,
Castle Hill, Australia) was topically applied to obtain an
even distribution across the mucosal surface. Confocal
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images were obtained with a newly developed rigid confocal mini-microscope (Australia Fivel prototype; Optiscan, Melbourne, Australia). The scanning head is integrated into a metal sheath with an outer diameter of 6.3
mm to allow for handheld or stage-based confocal imaging. Images were obtained from 5 to 10 areas of a 500 X
500 wm field of view along a 2-cm segment of both
terminal ileum and transverse colon, respectively. Typically, image stacks were obtained with 10-30 images per
field of view between 0 and 70 wm from the surface.

Confocal Microscopy
BL6 mice with a weightofca. 25 g were used for the
experiments. Surgical procedure was as described previously. In short, after anesthetization, a proximal segment
(2 cm) of the jejunum was exteriorized; cutting open the
lumen,tissue was loaded topically with 0.5 mmol/Lacriflavine hydrochloride (Sigma) for 5 minutes, washed with
saline, and then loaded with 1 mmol/L 1,1’-dilinoleyl3,3,3’,3’,-tetramethylindocarbocyanine, 4-chlorobenzenesulfonate in ethanol, for 10 minutes. For the time course
perfusion experiment, the jejunum was perfused withacri-

flavine for S minutes to reach a stable stage and then was

washed outwith saline. To stain cell nuclei, before surgery,
Hoechst 33258 (2 mg/kg body wt; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was injected intravenously. In some cases, TNF-a
(cat no. #315-01A; Peprotech,Inc, Rocky Hill, NJ) orsaline
control was injected intraperitoneally. The animal was
placed on a 2-photon/confocal microscope (LSMS510; Zeiss,
Thornwood, NY) stage, with the jejunum mucosafacing the
Zeiss C-Apo 40X water immersion objective lens. Digital
images were collected at 810 nm 2-photon excitation and
500-530 nm emission for acriflavine, 810 nm 2-photon
excitation and 435-485 nm emission for Hoechst, and 543

nm excitation. Reflectance images were collected with excitation 810 nm and emission >560 nm to monitor villus
structure and blood flow. To determinethe excitation spectrum, a drop (200 wL) of acriflavine dissolvedin saline was
scanned under the 2-photon microscope(excitation fingerprinting function). After subtraction background, the dye
fluorescence intensity was normalized to excitation wave-

length 810 nm to get arbitrary unit and plotted against the

whole range of 2-photon excitation wavelength (700-990
nm). Data were expressed as the mean and SD of the mean
of multiple determinations (n = 10). Images were analyzed
using Metamorphsoftware (Universal Imaging, Downingtown,PA).

Preparation of Samples for Scanning Electron
Microscopy

The small intestine was harvested from a mouse

and flushed with phosphate-buffered saline, cut into

1-cm lengths, opened along the longitudinal axis, and
placed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde (Agar Scientific, Standsted,
England) in Sorensen’s phosphatebuffer for 1 hour. The
samples were washed 3 times for 5 minutes in Sorensen’s
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phosphate buffer, followed by 2 washes for 5 minutes in

0.15 mol/L glycine (Sigma, Poole, England) made up in
Sorensen’s phosphate buffer. The sample was then
washed a further 2 times in Sorensen’s phosphate buffer,
each for 5 minutes. The sample was next placed in 1%

—
uv

osmium tetroxide (Agar Scientific, Stansted, UK) in So-

Le

rensen’s phosphate buffer for 1 hour and then washed
for 15 minutes twice in Sorensen’s phosphate buffer. The
sample was transferred and washed for 10 minutes in

distilled water and then dehydrated through a set of

graded ethanols and then putinto acetone (Sigma,Poole,
England). The sample was then critical point dried
(E3000 Series Critical Point Drying Apparatus; Polaron,
New Haven, UK). Samples were mounted on 12-mm pin
stubs using double-sided carbon tabs. The samples were
coated in gold and were viewed using a Jeol JSM 840
scanning electron microscope (Jeol, Peabody, MA) at an
accelerating voltage of 25 kV. Digital photographsofthe
sample were taken using Spirit image capture software

(Priston gammatechnology, Milton Keynes, UK).
Results

We have previously used the nuclear stain
Hoechst 33258 to find discontinuities in the murine

epithelial layer, identified by the absence of a nucleus.

Acriflavine has been reported as a dye for confocal microendoscopy that stains nuclei and, unlike Hoechst
33258, is approved for use in human endoscopy.!°

Acriflavine Staining ofMouse Small Intestine
Ourinitial goal was to unambiguously identify

the intestinal epithelial structures stained by acriflavine,

taking advantage of the higher resolution and multiple
channel imagingavailable with conventional microscopy
approaches compared with confocal endomicroscopy.
This required use of mice allowed us to directly compare
the structures stained by acriflavine versus Hoechst

33258 in the small intestine and thereby validate observations in humanstudies.
Hoechst 33258 requires 2-photon excitation in our
imaging system. To assure high-resolution colocalization
of Hoechst 33258 with acriflavine, we tested if acriflavine

could also be excited by 2-photon absorption. As shown
in Supplementary Figure 1 (see supplementary material
online at www.gastrojournal.org), acriflavine was optimally excited at 810 nm,the wavelength previously used
to effectively excite Hoechst 33258.4 These experiments
also established that the 2-photon microscope could effectively image at concentrations of acriflavine used clinically (0.5-4 mmol/L).!°
As shownin Figure 1A andB,in tissues equilibrated for
>10 minutes with both Hoechst 33258 and acriflavine,

nuclei have the greatest fluorescence intensity. Note that
this fluorescence is greater than the fluorescence of the
extracellular solution in the intervillous space, indicating

either nuclear accumulation ofacriflavine or greater fluo-
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A h0e33258

= acriflavine

B acriflavine

Figure 1. Colocalization of acriflavine with nuclear stain. Living mouse small intestine was stained with dyes and visualized by 2-photon microscopy
as described in Patients and Methods. All images were collected simultaneously in response to 810-nm excitation. Images of (A and D) Hoechst
33258 (435-485 nm), (B and £) acriflavine (600-530 nm), and (C) confocal reflectance are overlayed in panel F. Arrowsindicate epithelial gaps lacking
nuclei, and the arrowhead indicates the intervillous (extracellular) space containing 0.5 mmol/L acriflavine. Bar = 20 wm.

rescence efficiency from nuclear-boundacriflavine. Results

Detection ofAcriflavine Staining

also showthat acriflavine stains cytoplasm and the brush
border membrane more promiscuously than Hoechst. However, independent of the specificity ofacriflavine staining,

Discontinuities in Human TerminalIleal and
Rectal Epithelium

Figure 1C-F show thatepithelial gaps identified by lack of
acriflavine staining do not have Hoechst 33258 -stained

images were obtained for the study using acriflavine-

With informed patient consent, a total of 6277

nucleus but do display the presence of bright confocal
reflectance (arrows in the figure). Thus, gaps observed

aided endomicroscopy in humans. A total of 1088 images
from the terminal ileum (10 patients) and 1908 images
from the rectum (17 patients) were of sufficient quality to

through acriflavine have the defining features previously

be analyzed (range, 23-590 per patient for each intestinal

used to characterize epithelial gaps.*
In clinical situations, the timing of acriflavine expo-

segment). Acriflavine fluorescence suggested strongly
stained cell membranes and nuclei of the epithelial cells.
In addition, unstained areas were frequently observed
having the diameter of an epithelial cell (~10 jrm) in the
terminal ileum (Figure 2) and rectum (Figure 3). For each

sure is difficult to control. Therefore, we also evaluated
the minimum time needed to identify nuclear staining
with acriflavine and to ask if the cellular distribution
of dye was affected by time of staining. As shown in
Supplementary Figure 2A (see supplementary material
online at www.gastrojournal.org), acriflavine-stained
nuclei are the most prominent organelle and are
stained in less than 100 seconds. Steady state staining
is attained within 6 minutes. Analysis of steady-state
fluorescence intensity confirmed that acriflavine stains
nuclei more intensely than perfusate (Supplementary
Figure 2B; see supplementary material online at www.

gastrojournal.org).

segment of intestine, 2 regions are presented at 1000

magnification (Figures 2A and D and 3A andD). In these
images, potential epithelial discontinuities are indicated

by the white arrows. For each image, enlarged images at
different focal depths within the tissue are presented
(Figure 4B, C, E, and F; Figure 3B, C, E, and F). These
images confirm that there is no acriflavine-stained nu-

cleus within the entire plane of the epithelial layer, reminiscent of our previous observations using Hoechststained mouse intestine.*
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Figure 2. Gaps in humanterminalileum. Images were obtained by confocal endoscopy as described in Patients and Methods. A-C and D-F are
series from 2 z-stacks ofterminalileal epithelium. The boxedarea in A is shown at higher magnification in B and C. B is a superficial plane, while C
is from a deeper plane of focus. D-F are similarly associated. The white arrowsindicate epithelial gaps. Bar = 20 yum.

Debris on the confocal window of the endoscope can
be a confounding cause of the unstained (dark) areas.
Debris can be easily identified because it remains at the
same point in the image plane when the field of viewis
moved. In addition, the field of view often moves from

one image to the next because ofperistalsis, breathing,
and the vascular pulse. The debris canbe easily identified
and eliminated from analysis.

Epithelial Gaps Can Be Distinguished From
Goblet Cells
Goblet cells are common within the epithelial

layer, and the high abundance of unstained areas in
the acriflavine-stained tissue suggested that acriflavine

might also be a contrast agent against goblet cells
(Figure 4). Therefore, we developed 3 criteria for the
positive identification and differentiation of epithelial

gaps versus goblet cells. First, goblet cells have a dis-

tinctive architecture being flask shaped with a central
mucin granule and a nucleus at the basal pole, as
shownin Figure 4C. In confocal endoscopy, this morphologyis most clearly identified when the epithelium
is viewed from the side, as shownin the terminalileal
villus cells of Figure 4A and B (black arrows). Note that
such goblet cells contain obvious nuclei that are not
displaced relative to adjacent cells. Epithelial gaps do
not contain a nucleus as shownin Figure 4B, D, and E
(white arrows).

Figure 3. Gaps in humanrectum. Images were obtained by confocal endoscopyas described in Patients and Methods. A-C and D-Fare series
from 2 z-stacksofrectal epithelium. The boxedareain A is shown at higher magnification in B and C. Bis a superficial plane, while C is from a deeper
plane of focus. D-F are similarly associated. The white arrowsindicate epithelial gaps. Bar = 20 ym.
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sential for the formation of intestinal secretory lineages
including goblet cells.!415 We examined 8494 Optiscan
Five-1 images from wild-type and Math14*stine mice. In
both the terminal ileum and colon of wild-type mice,

abundantgobletcells with a “target” appearance could be
readily identified and distinguished fromepithelial gaps
(Figures 6A and B and 7A). In Math1** mice, occa-

sional areas that retained goblet cells could be easily
identified and eliminated from analysis. We found that
Math1*™e villi without goblet cells still contained epithelial gaps (Figure 6C-E). Similarly, epithelial gaps could
also be found in the surface epithelium of the

Math1*"e colon (Supplementary Figure 3; see supple-

mentary material online at www.gastrojournal.org). Crucially, the appearanceof goblet cells and epithelial gaps in
mice are identical to those in humanintestine imaged by
confocal endoscopyafter acriflavine staining. An epithelial gap with a sheddingcell is shown in Figure 6F.

Scanning Electron Microscopy of Small
Intestinal Epithelial Gaps and GobletCells

Figure 4. Epithelial gaps are distinct from goblet cells. Images from
confocal endoscopyof the terminal ileum (A) group of gobletcells; (B)
goblet with nucleus (black arrow) and a nearby epithelial gap distinguished by the absence of a nucleus at the basolateral pole (white
arrow). (C) Goblet cells shown in standard H&E staining with nuclei
indicated. (D and E) Epithelial gaps shown in side view. Bar = 20 um.

To independently confirm the existence of epithelial gaps in the absence of gobletcells, we used scanning
electron microscopy as an approachthatalso gives a clear
demonstration of the 3-dimensional structure of the intestinal epithelium. Scanning electron microscopy of
Math1*"se and wild-type terminal ileum was performed,
and 350 images were examined.
A

F ‘ocal plane a
=

We also found that gobletcells have a specific appear-

ance when viewed en face by confocal endomicroscopy.
The confocal endoscope provides optical sections 7 wm
thick. Because results in Figure 4 show that mucin granules are unstained by acriflavine, we can predict the
appearance of a goblet cell when viewed en face (Figure
5A). This predicted appearanceis confirmedin Figure SB,
which shows goblet cells with a “target” appearance, a
central black spot corresponding to the mouth of the
gobletcell and surrounded bygray area corresponding to
mucin plus cytoplasm. These data distinguish goblet cells
from epithelial gaps (Figure 5C-E).
We further corroborated the distinction between epithelial gaps and gobletcells by studying their appearance
in mice using a newly developed handheld confocal minimicroscope (Optiscan Five-1; Optiscan, Melbourne, Australia). The Optiscan Five-1 uses confocal scanning technology that is identical to the Pentax confocal
endomicroscopy, providing the 2 instruments with identical confocal resolution, depth of plane of focus, and
image display. We imaged wild-type mice and
Math14sine’ the latter being mosaics in which 90% of
goblet cells have been eliminated from terminal ileum.!2
Math1 is a basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor es-

Ve

fe

S

En face view ofepithelial
surface of gobletcell with
7 micron opticalslice

Figure 5. Goblet cells have a distinct appearance. (A) Diagram illustrating the appearanceof a goblet cell in the en face view. (B) Goblet
cells in the en face view displaying their characteristic “target appearance.” (C) En face view ofepithelial gaps. (D) Low and (E) high magnification of epithelial gap (white arrow) with nearby goblet cells (black
arrow). Bar = 20 xm.
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Figure 6. Epithelial gapsin the ileum of wild-type and Math14!"estie mice. (A) Epithelial gaps in wild-type mouseileum are indicated (white arrows).
The boxedarea in A is shown magnified in B. A gobletcell exhibiting the “target” appearance in miceis also shown(blackarrow). (C)lleum from Math1
mutantintestine with a numberof epithelial gaps indicated (white arrows). Note the absence of goblet cells. The area in the solid square is shown
magnified in D and E. Dis a superficial plane of focus, and is a deep plane of focus. (F) An epithelial gap underneath a shedding cell with condensed
nuclear chromatin is shown, which is a magnification of the dashed white square. Horizontal white arrowsindicate epithelial gaps. Vertical black
arrowsindicate gobletcells. Bar = 20 um.

Using scanning electron microscopy, epithelial gaps
were observed in Math14!*stine small intestinal villi lack-

ing goblet cells (Figure 7). Figure 7A and B show 2 such

image to the next in the z-stack dueto peristalsis, respiration, and the heartbeat. There was no difference in the

tary material online at www.gastrojournal.org). We often

frequency of z-stacks containing epithelial gaps in the small
intestine of Math1+™"e mice (73%; 95% confidenceinterval
[CI], $0%-90%; n = 6) compared with wild-type mice (58%;
95% CI, 46%- 69%; n = 13; P = .413; x” test). The frequency
of epithelial gaps within an individual z-stack was also the
samein the 2 genotypes of mice (median of3 [interquartile
range, 1-5] vs 2 [interquartile range, 1-3.25]; P = .066;
Mann-Whitney test).
We also analyzed 189 z-stacks each containing 3-38
images (475 X 475 qm) from human terminal ileum
(n = 7) and rectum (n = 17). Epithelial gaps appeared to
occur in clusters with a proportion of z-stacks containing
no gaps (ileum, 62% [CI, 47%-76%], n = 7 patients;
rectum, 74% [95% CI, 66%-81%], n = 17 patients). The
frequencyof epithelial gaps in a z-stack ranged from 0 to
22 (median, 2) in the terminal ileum and 0-16 (median,
7) in the rectum. We conclude there is heterogeneity of
frequency of epithelial gaps in both ileum and rectum.
Results do not imply that gaps are more abundant in the

terial online at www.gastrojournal.org).

architecture of the 2 regionsis different.

gaps, with corresponding higher magnification insets.
These gaps were defined as demonstrating a recess compared with adjacent cells and not having any material
protruding beyond the surface of thecells. In wild-type
mice, similar structures were observed (Figure 7C), but in
addition putative goblet cells could be identified by globular material protruding from the cell into the lumen
(Supplementary Figure 3A, black arrow; see supplemenobserved both structures in the same image of wild-type
mice, confirming that epithelial gaps and goblet cells are
distinct (Supplementary Figure 3C; see supplementary material online at www.gastrojournal.org). Epithelial gaps were
usually found near the villus tip and were sometimesclustered (Supplementary Figure 3B; see supplementary material online at www.gastrojournal.org). However, gaps were
also found on the shaft on the villus (white arrow) where
shedding cells (white line arrow) were also seen sometimes
(Supplementary Figure 4 and inset, see supplementary ma-

Frequency and Distribution of Gaps
We questioned whether the epithelial gaps in
Math14istne were observed at a grossly different frequency than in wild-type mice. During confocal imaging
of living tissue, we found that epithelial gaps were best

quantified by counting their number per z-stack of im-

ages. Other methods to normalize gap counting, such as

gaps per surfaceareaor per villus, were not reliable. This
is because the field of view frequently moved from one

rectum than the terminal ileum, because the mucosal

Effect of TNF on Cell Shedding
Finally, we investigated whether TNF-a, a proinflammatory cytokine that plays a key role in the pathogenesis of Crohn’s disease,'®17 increases cell shedding
and gap formation. Anesthetized mice were given an
intraperitoneal injection of TNF-a (0.16 or 0.33 g/g; n
= 4 for each group) and cell shedding and gap formation
observed in mice by confocal microscopy for up to 3
hours. TNF-a substantially increased cell shedding and
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tures observed using this imaging modality. In brief summary, we provide evidence that inhomogeneities in acriflavine staining of theintestinal epithelium are explained
by 2 features: lack of goblet cell staining and occasional
epithelial discontinuities (gaps). As confocal endomicroscopy becomes more prevalent in clinical practice, such
features will be more commonly observed and must be
interpreted correctly.

Control

TNF0.16y9/9 TNF 0.33n9/9

Figure 7. Scanning electron microscopyof epithelial gapsin wild-type
and Math14!testine mice. Epithelial gaps are marked by white arrows,
and gobletcells are marked by blackarrows. (A) An epithelial gap and
goblet cells in a wild-type (WT) mouse. Boxedarea is magnified in B. (C

and £) Epithelial gaps in Math14!estne mouse. Boxes in C and E are

magnified in D and F, respectively. Scale bars: C = 200 ym, D = 20
pum, E = 80 um, F = 20 um, A = 30 um, B = 5 wm.

gap formation (Figure 8A), confirming previous observations.!8 Cells were shed both individually and in sheets of
up to 18 cells (Figure 8B and C). As we have reported
previously, local barrier function at gaps can be defined
by exclusion of Lucifer Yellow (LY) from entry into the
epithelial layer. We have previously reported that in spontaneously identified gaps, only 3% of gaps permitted LY

incursion beyondtheapical boundary of the epithelium.*
LY exclusion wasstill observed in the majority of gaps
seen after TNF-a. However, among TNF-induced gaps
that could be ascribed to loss of a defined number of
cells, 20% of shedding events had LY penetrance into the

epithelium (Figure 8D and E).
Discussion

Confocal endomicroscopyis an emerging technology that presents an unfamiliar view of intestinal morphology. We have takena translational approach to help
identify and interpret one of the more unexpected fea-

Figure 8. Effect of TNF on cell shedding. (A) TNF-a or saline control (n
= 8) wasgiven byintraperitoneal injection (0.16 or 0.33 g/L g mouse
wt; n = 4 for both groups). The anesthetized mouse was then imaged
on aconfocal microscope as described before. Images were collected
at 5-minuteintervals at 4 planes 0, 10, 20, and 30 um from the villus tip.
The number of cell shedding events occurring up to 150 minutesafter
TNF injection was counted. Data are given as the mean + SEM. (*P <
04, **P < .007 vs control, t test). (B) A single cell (arrow) being shed 17
minutesafter 0.16 g/g TNF-a. (C) This is followed 68 minuteslater by
shedding ofa large numberof adjacentcells (arrows and redellipse). (D)
Image of epithelial gaps 19 minutes after 0.33 g/g. Epithelial gaps
maintain barrier function against luminal LY (arrows). In some cases, the
integrity of epithelial gapsis lost (arrowheads). Thearea in the square is
enlarged in E. Bars = 20 um.
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Confocal endomicroscopy is a significant advance in
technology for imaging the human intestine. However,
conventional confocal microscopy has complementary
strengths that we have used to advantage for comparison
of stained structures between the mouse and human. The
depth of focus of an image taken with the confocal
microendoscope is 7 wm, compared with the 1-~m resolution possible with conventional confocal microscopy.
Thicker sections make it difficult to cleanly resolve
side-on viewsofepithelial gaps, which are approximately

10 wm in diameter. Images from confocal microscopy
defined that acriflavine rapidly stained both nucleus and
cytoplasm but that regions without a nucleus or cyto-

plasm were devoid of acriflavine staining. The confocal
endomicroscope can only collect one fluorescence image

at a time, whereas confocal microscopyallowscollection
of multiple fluorescence images simultaneously, which

allows colocalization with multiple dyes despite movementartifacts ofliving tissues. We used confocal microscopy to define that Hoechst-stained nuclei colocalized
with acriflavine-stained structures and that acriflavine
stains both the nucleus and cytoplasm.
Goblet cells could be positively identified by confocal
endomicroscopy. We show that goblet cell mucinsare not

stained byacriflavine, but the distinctive flask-like shape
of the mucintheca provides rapid identification of goblet

cells when viewed from the side. Suchcells have a nucleus
at their basal pole. In en face views of the surface of the
epithelium, goblet cells have a characteristic “target” appearance whenthe plane of focus is at the luminal surface. This is the result of lack of staining in mucin
granules and surrounding cytoplasm being included in
the 7-m plane of focus (Figure SA).
We also identified epithelial discontinuities, termed
epithelial gaps. We have shown previously by confocal
and 2-photon microscopy that the mouseintestinal epithelium is not a continuous monolayer but punctuated
bycell-free gaps lacking a nucleus.* Acriflavine has been
used extensively for confocal endomicroscopy in Germany becauseit is believed to stain nuclei with greater
fidelity than other approved dyes and provide good res-

olution of individual cells. Because we have defined epi-

thelial gaps on thebasis of lack of a nucleus, this property encouraged us to examinethis dye as a meanstotest
the presence of gaps in humantissues.
Several lines of evidence suggest that goblet cells are
distinct from epithelial gaps, although both are characterized by lack ofacriflavine staining. First, no nucleus is
present within an epithelial gap observed in humanintestine by confocal microendoscopy, although nuclei are
conspicuously present in gobletcells (Figure 4). Secondly,
using the Optiscan Five-1, epithelial gaps are observed in
the acriflavine-stained villi of Math14!testine mice lacking
goblet cells. Finally, we also compared the smallintestine
of wild-type mice and Math1!*st"* mice by scanning

electron microscopy. These studies confirmed the pio-
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neering study by Potten and Allen reporting that small
intestinal epithelium contains apparent holes?® distinct
from goblet cells. These discontinuities in the epithelial
cell layer are also found in Math14!stine mice. Together,

these data strongly suggest that epithelial discontinuities

exist in human terminal ileum and rectum that are sim-
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ilar to what we observe in mice.
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by TNF-a, a proinflammatory cytokine of known patho-
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It is known thatepithelial barrier function is perturbed

genic significance in IBD. Previous studies have shown

alterations in tight junctions causing an increase in para-

cellular permeability.2°2! We have shown that a single
injection of TNF-a into mice can substantially increase
cell shedding and compromise local barrier function at

gaps. Results suggest that the extensive cell shedding

after TNF-a is beyond the normalcapacity to sustain gap
impermeability (Figure 8). These data throw newlight on
the mechanismsofepithelial barrier dysfunction following TNF. Ourobservations together with previous studies!8 show that the sealing of epithelial gaps caused by
cell sheddingis crucial to epithelial barrier function and
can be compromised by TNF.
In conclusion, we have found evidence for presence of
epithelial gaps in humanintestine. We have shownthat,

at least in mice, the gaps identified through acriflavine
have key defining features (lack of nucleus, bright con-

focal reflectance) that suggest a cell is missing yet the gap

is filled. However, current endoscopic technology does
not let us identify whether there is material present in
human gaps, so we cannot formally determine whether
humanepithelial gaps compromise or defend the epithelial barrier.4 We have also shown thatcell shedding and
gap formation are increased by TNFwith loss of barrier
function. Previously, the physical barrier was believed to
have 2 components: impermeability of cell membranes
and tight junctions.3 We propose that epithelial gaps

must be considered as an additional component of the
human intestinal barrier. These observations therefore
have implications for the nature of the intestinal barrier
dysfunction in human disease.?2-29

Supplementary Data
Supplementary data associated with this article
can be found,in the online version,at doi:10.1053/j.gastro.
2007.09.011.
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